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Chapter 1

Introduction

Customizing a new home is one of the most exciting parts of the home buying experience. 

It is the primary reason why consumers buy a new rather than a resale home [1]. 

Succeeding in delivering this experience to prospective home buyers is a true challenge for 

home builders. To make the experience come true, home buyers need to be presented with 

understandable information they can base their decisions on. A very important part of this 

information constitutes of what is available, how much it will cost, and what it will look 

like in the finished home.

Builders use software systems for presenting option catalogs with up-to-date pricing. These 

catalogs include information about the benefits and consequences of choosing specific 

options, which helps home buyers in their decisions. With proper information, it is easier 

for home buyers to make their new homes fit their lifestyles and meet their expectations. 

However, it is always necessary for home buyers to visualize what they are buying and 

what the finished home will look like. [2]

A very good way of visualizing a home and its options is to build a model home. It is a true 

example of what the building company is delivering. A model home usually presents a part 

of the available structural options, for example, a guest room or a master suite. The rest of 

the structural options are demonstrated with brochures and floor plans. The more 

technologically advanced builders use computer visualizations such as rendered images or 

dynamic floor plans. In addition, videos, fly-through animations, and scale models are
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used. The model home also shows the most important interior design selections. These 

include, for example, floor tiling, and countertop materials. The remaining interior design 

selections are presented at the design center. Also software tools known as virtual design 

centers (VDC) are used by some builders.

1.1 Motivation

Creating comprehensive visualizations based on the home buyers’ selections is a difficult 

task. Most of the existing solutions such as model homes, videos, animations, and scale 

models, all visualize one combination of selected options, also known as a configuration. 

The best way of showing home buyers what their resulting homes will look like, is to 

visualize their specific configuration. As an existing solution, dynamic floor plans 

visualize specific configurations, but they do not include any of the interior design 

selections because the visualization is only two-dimensional. Virtual design centers are 

able to visualize specific configurations with interior design selections in 3D, but the 

existing tools lack the ability to provide photorealistic quality. It would be valuable to 

provide home buyers with a photorealistic three-dimensional visualization which includes 

both the structural options and the interior design selections. The visualization should be 

easy and quick to produce because home buyers change their minds often and want to try 

out various options.

Providing home buyers with good understanding of the appearance of their homes has 

various benefits. When home buyers know better what they are getting, there will be fewer 

disappointments in the end, which leads to better customer satisfaction [3]. On the other 

hand, there will be fewer changes during the construction, which results in fewer change 

orders [3]. This means direct cost savings for the builder. The experience also is that with a 

good visualization, home buyers are more confident in making the selections and tend to 

buy more options [4], [5], [6].

Another benefit of good visualization is its value as a marketing tool. Kiosk-style 

presentations, where prospective home buyers can browse the builder's selections, are sure 

to attract customers. The company, for which the author works, has already successfully 

deployed a system serving this purpose. In addition, proper visualizations can replace tours 

taken in model homes, saving the builder significant building costs [7].
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1.2 Objectives

The main goal of this thesis is to find an answer to the following question: how to 

implement an efficient three-dimensional visualization tool to improve the communication 

between home buyers and a home builder? The assumption is that the created tool has to 

work with the existing system, which is introduced in the next chapter.

The main goal is divided into several separate problems:

• How to visualize both the structural options and the interior design selections?

• How to make the visualization tool easy to use for a person who has a minimal 

knowledge of computers in general?

• How to implement the visualization so that it looks realistic?

• How to make the visualization tool fast enough?

• How to implement the visualization tool so that it works with the existing system 

controlling options, option rules, and the option selection process?

• How to make sure that introducing the visualization tool will not require 

unnecessary work for home builders?

1.3 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 enlightens the various aspects of the background for this thesis. Chapter 3 

presents the existing solutions, and discusses the technical challenges to overcome when 

creating the new visualization tool. The major contribution of the thesis is covered in the 

chapter 4, starting with the detailed requirements, and continuing with the selected 

approach and the final implementation. Chapter 5 presents the essential outcome and 

evaluates the results, discusses encountered problems and challenges, and finally wraps up 

with the possible future work. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter enlightens the background for the thesis. First, the building industry is 

discussed in general, after which the focus is on the used software. Option configuration, 

visualization, and CAD are covered in the end of the chapter.

2.1 Home Building Industry in USA

The purpose of this section is to briefly describe how the US home building industry 

functions. First, an overview is given and the different types of home builders are 

introduced, after which the community life cycle and the sales process are discussed. 

Finally, a comparison is made to the Finnish home building industry. The section is 

finished in the summary.

Home Building Industry Overview2.1.1

The construction industry is huge in the United States. It ranges from plumbers working 

alone to large corporations building giant projects. In 2004, construction industry 

employed more than 10 million people in the United States. The construction of buildings 

employed 2.2 million people, heavy and civil engineering 1.1 million, and the remaining 

6.9 million worked as speciality trade contractors. In 2004, 4.9 percent of the Gross
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Domestic Product came from the construction industry, being a whopping 1100 billion 

dollars. [8], [9]

Home building is an important part of the construction industry, and its annual value is 

more than 250 billion dollars [10]. More than 2 million housing units were built in 2004. 

Single-family homes constituted 1.6 million of these, and the rest were multi-family 

homes. [11] The home building industry is very consolidated, the top 20 building 

companies built more than 27% of the homes in 2004 [12]. This trend is believed to 

continue in the future, and it is estimated that in 2014 the top 10 builders will take 50 

percent of the market [13].

2.1.2 Diverse Home Builders

There are three kinds of builders in the housing business. Measured by the annually built 

housing units, the largest group is the production builders. The second largest group is the 

building manufacturers. The last and the smallest group is the custom builders, although 

when measured by the number of the building companies, they constitute the majority of 

the housing business. In the following paragraphs, each of these will be described in more 

detail. [14]

Production Builders

Production builders build single-family homes and multi-family homes. Some companies 

have focused on just one of these categories, and some build homes of both kinds. 

Production builders build their homes in communities, and their product offering consists 

of pre-designed home models and options.

Building Manufacturers

Building manufacturers build their homes in factories. There are two kinds of building 

manufacturers, mobile home builders and modular home builders. Mobile homes are 

basically houses on wheels, and they can easily be transported anywhere the home buyer 

wishes. Modular homes are built in sections, and are typically 70 to 85 percent completed 

before being shipped to a site, where a contractor sets them on a foundation and completes 

the construction [15].
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Custom Builders

Custom builders allow home buyers to customize their homes with various options which 

are not available when buying from a production builder or from a building manufacturer. 

Offering this requires a more flexible process, which usually does not make sense for 

builders with high volumes. Some builders call themselves as semi-custom builders, even 

though it is debated if being one makes even sense. Behind this opinion is the assumption 

that customizing production plans interferes with productivity, and therefore, profits [16]. 

However, builders with new Information Technology (ГГ) systems have reported success 

with the custom building [17].

2.1.3 Community Life Cycle

Most of the home builders sell their homes in communities, also known as subdivisions. 

The simplified community life cycle goes in the following way. First, a builder buys a 

piece of land, decides the community layout, and applies for the building permits. Then the 

builder pays contractors to build the community infrastructure, like sewers and electricity. 

Once the infrastructure is in place, the builder starts building showpieces of their models 

on some of the lots. Usually there are two to five of them, and one of them is used as the 

community sales office. The remaining lots are available for home buyers. After all the lots 

have been sold out, also the model homes are sold. [14]

The described community life cycle applies best to the production builders building single

family homes. Detailed community life cycles for the building manufacturers or the 

custom builders are not covered in this thesis.

2.1.4 Sales Process

The sales process varies between different types of home builders. The typical processes 

are described in the following paragraphs.

Production Builders

A local production builder, or a division of a nation-wide builder, usually has their 

operations divided into the following locations: the corporate office, the communities, the 

community sales offices, and the design center. When prospective home buyers visit the
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community sales office, they are given a tour in the model homes and they are shown the 

possible options selections. The first thing the home buyers need to do before signing the 

contract, is to decide on the structural options. After the contract is signed, the new home 

owners are often allowed 30 to 60 days to visit the design center and to make rest of the 

selections. However, the phasing of the selections varies by a lot by builder, and 

builders even allow the home buyers to make consecutive structural and interior design 

selections. The bottom line is that the home builders try to minimize the cost of changes 

while trying to appear as flexible as possible for the home buyers. [14]

some

The sales process for multi-family homes is different because there are fundamental 

differences in the scheduling and the production. Multi-family homes sales process will not 

be covered in this thesis.

Building Manufacturers

Mobile home builders and modular home builders sell their homes differently than 

production builders. Usually they have a dealer network and the dealers can even buy 

homes in stock before selling them. Modular home builders provide more services than 

mobile home builders and some of them have their own land and communities. Mobile 

homes are usually placed in mobile home parks, which provide, for example, water and 

electricity in return for payment [14], [15].

Custom Builders

Custom builders are more diverse in their operations, and their sales processes are not 

covered in this thesis.

2.1.5 Comparison to Finnish Home Building Industry

In Finland, the construction works represented 5.4% of the Gross Domestic Product in 

2004. This is equivalent to 8.1 billion euros. 31000 new housing units were built in 2004, 

of which 13000 were single-family homes. 66% of the built single-family homes were sold 

by building companies. This makes a total of 8600 single-family homes built by all of the 

building companies together in a year. As a comparison, in 2004, all of the top 10 home 

builders in the United States built more than 10000 homes [18]. The largest home builder
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in Finland sold 1300 homes in 2004 [19]. The size of the Finnish single-family home 

building market was 2.9 billion euros in 2004. [20], [21], [22]

Summary2.1.6

The main goal of this thesis was defined as finding the answer to the question of “How to 

implement an efficient three-dimensional visualization tool to improve the communication 

between home buyers and a home builder?”

Although there is no fundamental reason to dismiss the Finnish home building industry in 

providing them a visualization tool, it is clear that currently the opportunities given by the 

size of the US market are overwhelming when compared to Finland. Naturally, this may 

change in the future if more large building companies emerge, but in this thesis, only the 

US market requirements will be considered.

Having an efficient visualization tool would be helpful in many situations in the sales 

processes, for example, when the structural options are reviewed before signing the 

contract. Currently, if the customer is asked to choose a wall type, it is very hard for them 

to visualize the outcome. In addition, visualizing the design center selections would help 

the customer to try out options and make up their mind.

The described benefits apply mainly to the production builders and the modular home 

builders, but even semi-custom builders could use a visualization tool in their sales. The 

production builders and the modular home builders are the main focus in this thesis.

2.2 Software in Home Building Industry

The purpose of this section is to discuss the history and the current situation of software 

use in the home building industry. First, an overview is given, which is followed by the 

introduction of Builder’s Software Solution and other examples of the existing systems. 

Finally, the section is wrapped up in the summary.
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2.2.1 Overview of Software in Home Building Industry

The beginning of the new millennium was a time for a lot of hype and promises in the 

Information Technology world. The construction industry got its fair share [23], not the 

least because it already had an image as an industry lagging behind in the IT utilization.

Despite the failure to deliver everything that was promised, the Information Technology, 

and especially the Internet, has a lot to offer. The Internet is changing the way business is 

done in construction and it has become a source for information, goods, and services, and a 

means of communication [24]. Information Technology systems promise to enable reliable 

online transactions, thus increasing accuracy and efficiency. This results in reduced cycle 

times, reduced costs and fewer errors. In addition, IT systems promise to provide improved 

customer service and better communication between business partners.

Delivering a system that actually does what it promises is much harder than marketing one. 

In the last few years, there have been many software companies trying, and ultimately 

failing, to provide the home building industry an integrated solution for its operations. 

There are various reasons for this. To begin with, the task of delivering an integrated 

solution is very difficult. It is hard to bring in a computer system into an environment 

where you might have multiple legacy systems, undocumented ad hoc processes, 

incoherent data, and missing centralized data repositories.

Software companies have a tendency to sell solutions based on best-case scenarios in a 

world that is far from that. An important factor in the success or the failure is the 

knowledge of how the construction processes actually work. The situation does not 

become easier when adding in the fact that these processes may change by location and 

time. [23]

When compared to business-to-business, business-to-customer solutions have had much 

more successful history. It is much easier to manage this side of the home building 

business, and various systems have been implemented ranging from web marketing to 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems [2], [23].

Despite the slow start in implementing IT in the home building industry, things have gone 

forward after the IT hype settled down. A study conducted in 2003 examined the level of
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adoption of software systems in the US construction industry [24]. Although it did not 

consider the home building industry alone, it gives a good view of what the situation was 

then. The study was based on the responses from 20 corporations in the top 400 

construction companies. A significant number of respondents reported the use of project 

collaboration tools. Surprisingly, only less than half of the respondents had been adapting 

software solutions for operational data. An interesting remark was that 80 percent of the 

companies were still using fax in their communication.

The study concluded that the construction industry is actually receptive to Information 

Technology and that companies are willing to implement software solutions which are 

designed specifically for the construction industry. However, the perception was that the 

construction industry has been slow in embracing technology because of a lack of suitable 

solutions. The survey also pointed out that construction is a very complex industry and the 

software vendors in general lack industry expertise. In addition, the study showed that the 

construction industry is aware of the available software, but does not want to implement 

systems not fitting their project systems. This has led to the perception that construction 

industry is not receptive to new solutions. However, many solutions fit the construction 

industry: collaboration, project management, and order tracking, are examples of tools that 

fit the construction industry. [24]

Although comprehensive integrated enterprise systems are not used in most of the building 

companies, there are builders that have utilized many systems successfully. Systems sold 

in the market are plenty, and they range from front-end sales systems to back-end 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems with varying degrees of functionality. There 

are also building companies which have decided to develop their own software when no 

suitable solutions were available, and which have boosted the company growth 

dramatically [25]. For the same reason, some of the builders have started co-operating in 

creating software systems for their specific needs [26], [27].

2.2.2 Builder’s Software Solution and Competitors

Builder's Software Solution is a software product created by Evenflow Oy, the company 

for which the author works. It is a product for the sales front-end as well as for the 

corporate back-office. The system consists of the following parts: Option Configurator,
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/
Sales Office System, and Production System. Option Configurator is the sales front-end 

presentation tool. It allows the sales people to present the community information, home 

models, and available options. The Sales Office system extends Option Configurator by 

adding Customer Relationship Management, which is accessible at the back-office. The 

Production System extends the capabilities of the solution beyond the sales operations, 

providing tools for maintaining and managing the production information of the homes 

being built. [28]

Builder's Software Solution has many competitors on the market. Various products exist 

for the sales front-end and the corporate back-office. They are discussed in the following 

paragraphs.

Roughly speaking, there are two kinds of sales front-end products. First, there are 

presentation tools which focus on representing the options in various visualizations. Best 

of these products, which are also called as virtual design centers, visualize the option 

selections in realistic 3D visualizations. An example of such product is sold by A areas 

Interactive [29]. Secondly, there are products which handle the paperwork at the sales 

office. These products are used for example in the option selection, contract printing, and 

mortgage calculation. Examples of these products are sold by BuilderMT [30] and 

Constellation HomeBuilder Systems [31]. Many of the latter-mentioned sales front-end 

products also enable Customer Relationship Management by making it possible to persist 

the customer information in a centralized data repository.

There are companies which have both kinds of sales products in their product offering, for 

example, BuilderMT, which is selling virtual design center called VDSee. However, there 

are no products that truly integrate the two sides of sales front-end tools. For instance, 

BuilderMT's VDSee is based on a licensed tool called View22 [32].

There are plenty of back-office products sold on the market. These products vary a lot in 

the functionality they provide. There are full-scale integrated production management 

systems and there are dedicated purchasing, estimating, reporting, accounting, and 

scheduling systems. Examples of these systems are NewStar, FAST, and Constellation 

products sold by Constellation HomeBuilder Systems. Other examples are the enterprise
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products sold by Oracle [33] and SAP [34]. Many of these systems also have their sales 

front-end modules which integrate with the back-office system.

When compared to the competitors on the market, Builder's Software Solution provides 

functionality similar to the other products. However, the strength of Builder's Software 

Solution is the way it integrates all the provided functionality. The whole software is 

designed from the scratch to work from the sales to production with clearly defined 

workflows. Builder's Software Solution combines visual options selections, sales 

operations, CRM, and production management in one package. There is no need to 

integrate various modules that have been implemented separately, which is the case with 

many competing products. As an example, many sales systems take care of the option 

selections at the sales office but lack the functionality to record selections at the design 

center. Furthermore, Builder's Software Solution relies on a one coherent data repository 

which contains all the needed data. This makes it possible to setup and maintain all the 

operational data in an easy manner. This nature of Builder's Software Solution makes it a 

unique product on the market, and Evenflow considers itself to be a forerunner on the 

market when it comes to fully integrated software products for home builders.

2.2.3 Summary

The work done in this thesis will focus on the sales front-end, and aims especially to 

improve the communication and the customer experience in the sales process at the home 

builders’ sales offices. As was stated in the first chapter, it is required that the created 

visualization tool integrates with Builder's Software Solution. Considering integration with 

other software products is outside the scope of this thesis. This is because all the software 

products on the market are closed and the needed source code is available only for 

Builder's Software Solution. For the same reason, extensive study of other than virtual 

design centers is not in the scope of this thesis. VDCs are discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 3.
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2.3 Option Configuration

The purpose of this section is to introduce the product configuration in general, discuss its 

benefits and requirements for its use, and to define the relevant concepts. In the end of the 

section, Evenflow’s Option Configurator will be introduced, and finally the section is 

wrapped up in the summary.

2.3.1 Overview of Configuration

Soininen and Niemelä [35] define product configuration as the problem of producing a 

specification of a product individual as a collection of predefined components. The inputs 

of the problem are a configuration model, which describes the components that can be 

combined to form a working product, and customer requirements that specify some 

properties that the product individual should have. Further, they define the output as a 

configuration, an accurate enough description of a product individual to be manufactured. 

They mention also, that the configuration must satisfy the customer requirements and be 

valid in the sense, that it does not break any of the rules in the configuration model and that 

it consists only of the components grounded in the configuration model.

Soininen and Niemelä [35] define a product configurator as a knowledge-based system that 

is capable of representing the knowledge included in the configuration models, 

requirements, and configurations. In addition, it should be capable of checking that a 

configuration is valid and satisfies the requirements.

The basic characteristics of a configurable product are defined as follows [36].

The product has been pre-designed to meet a given range of different customer 

requirements.

Each delivered product individual is adapted to the needs of a customer.

Each product individual is specified as an arrangement of pre-designed 

components. There is no need to design new components in the sales-delivery 

process.

The product has a pre-designed architecture.
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• No creative design is needed as a part of the sales-delivery process. Rather, the 

specification of a product instance can be done in a routine manner.

A study reporting experiences on configurable products in the Finnish industry concludes 

that this definition coincided with how the companies perceived configurable products and 

their benefits [36]. Representatives of ten companies were asked to explain why they 

operated with configurable products, and the reasons mentioned most were:

• ability to fulfill a wide range of customer requirements (7 companies),

• shorter lead times in the sales-delivery process (5),

• increased control of production (4),

• reduction in customer-specific design (4),

• efficient way to offer a broad product line (3), and

• improved quality (3).

The studied companies operated on multiple industry sectors and they all had sales volume 

more than 10M USD. The number of configured product sold per year ranged from few 

dozens to few thousands.

For a company selling configurable products, it is very important to focus on managing the 

product development process and the sales-delivery process, as well as the long-term 

maintenance of the configuration models [36]. To be successful in selling configurable 

products, the company should design their products for configurability, and be able to fully 

understand and adjust their sales-delivery process. The maintenance of the configuration 

models is very important and it is closely related to the implementation method of the 

models and the possible configurator. The configurator should be such, that changes will 

not require excessive work because evolution in the product offering is in the most cases a 

given fact in a successful company. To enable the successful long-term management of 

product configurators, they should have the following properties [36]:

• an intuitive, understandable, visual modeling environment;

• a structured, probably object-oriented modeling method; and

• means for modeling the evolution of products, components and their 

interdependencies.
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These properties aim to ensure that the configuration models can be managed by the people 

having the best product knowledge in an understandable way, which means that the 

information is divided into controllable pieces and where the interactions are well defined.

There are several reasons why a company selling configurable products wants to use a 

software configurator. The fundamental reasons are the complexity of the product, and the 

ability to re-engineer the business processes by using a configurator as an essential enabler. 

Other reasons are the opportunity to cut down errors in the configuration process, and the 

reduced lead-times in the sales-delivery process. In addition, using a configurator enables 

efficient distribution of product knowledge, and possibly increases in the sales volume.

[37]

2.3.2 Option Configuration in Home Building

The products sold by the US home building industry satisfy well the basic characteristics 

of a configurable product. First of all, the products, which naturally are homes, meet the 

criteria of being pre-designed to meet a given range of customer requirements. The range 

varies by a building company and constitutes of what kind of options are offered. A 

production builder in the purest form sells only pre-designed options. Some builders allow 

customers to order custom options, which separate these builders into a category of semi

custom builders. On the other hand, a pure custom builder sells products that have been 

completely customized based on the customer's needs, and hence cannot utilize product 

configurators. Building manufacturers build their homes in factories module by module 

and therefore could benefit from a product configurator.

Another desirable characteristic for a configurable product is that each product individual 

is adapted to the needs of a customer. This is true for products built by the home builders. 

In addition, each product individual is a combination of components and there is no need to 

design new components in the sales-delivery process. The components in the home 

building industry are options, and they consist of structural options and interior design 

selections. Further, the products in the home building industry have a pre-designed 

architecture and the specification of a product instance can be done in a routine manner. 

However, it should be noted that the configuration process is very error-prone. One of the
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most common problems with companies using configurable products is the iterations in the 

sales-delivery process caused by an incomplete or invalid configuration [36].

Option Configurator developed by Evenflow is a configuration tool for home builders. It is 

an automatic configurator [37] that checks the validity of the configuration choices in 

addition to recording them. It also makes decisions based on the user's selections. The 

provided functionality combines structure-oriented, resource-oriented, and logic-oriented 

approaches. The configuration model is defined as a very flexible object-oriented model 

which supports quantity options and option rules as logical statements. Option 

Configurator supports the following option rules: 1) enable or disable an option, 2) show or 

hide an option, 3) auto-select an option or 4) add quantity. The tool satisfies the desirable 

properties for a product configurator: it has an understandable visual presentation, it is well 

structured, and the effect of changes in the product configuration has been considered.

2.3.3 Summary

The focus in this thesis is on creating a visualization tool to improve communication 

between home buyers and a home builder. This means visualizing customer-specific 

configurations, and therefore it is necessary to be able to configure three-dimensional 

visualization models. The created tool should use the existing configuration model 

framework.

2.4 Visualization

The purpose of this section is to discuss various aspects of visualization. First, the purpose 

of visualization in general is explained, then 3D visualization and its key concepts are 

defined, and finally the ways to use visualizing in home building are discussed. The section 

is finished in the summary.

2.4.1 Visualization in General

Phrases like "seeing is believing", "a picture is worth ten thousand words" and "I see it 

now", are all examples of how we relate understanding with seeing. We constantly observe
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the world around us, and use vast amounts of visual information to perceive it. Anne 

Treisman describes it well [38]. If you were put in the middle of an unknown city, you 

would automatically observe buildings, people, cars and trees. You would not be aware of 

detecting colors, edges, movements and distances, and of assembling them into 

multidimensional wholes for which you could retrieve identities and labels from memory. 

The perception of meaningful wholes in the visual world apparently depends on complex 

operations to which a person has no conscious access.

Visualization exploits the seemingly effortless human skill of making sense of the world 

by using the visual sense. Visualization is defined as "the use of computer-supported, 

interactive, visualization of data to amplify cognition" [39]. Another definition is "a 

graphical representation of data or concepts" [40]. Visualization works because the visual 

cortex dominates perception, and because key aspects of the perception process occur 

rapidly without conscious thought [41].

Visual representations have been used for a long time to support decision-making. Visual 

devices called nomographs were used to perform specialized computations [39]. Another 

example of visual aids is the navigational charts used by seafarers to calculate the ship's 

position. Nowadays visualizations are used on numerous fields ranging from medical 

science to construction industry to stock market.

Using visualization serves multiple purposes. Most importantly, visualization is a tool for 

discovery and understanding, and for supporting decision making [40], [42]. In addition, 

visualization is a form of communication, and sometimes a graphical representation really 

is more than ten thousand words. The communicational aspect is best served if the 

communicating parties find the representations meaningful, understand them, and agree to 

their meanings [40]. On the other hand, there is also evidence that it is possible for people 

to interpret visualizations without training [39]. Going deeper on this subject requires 

considering the cognitive influences on perception [43], and it is not in the scope of this 

thesis. The cognitive influence means the effect of knowledge and other factors, such as 

memories and expectations, on how a person perceives the world.
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To really understand the effectiveness of visualization, we should look at the key elements 

it enables. Card et al. [39] propose six major ways in which visualization can amplify 

cognition:

• by increasing memory and processing resources available for users,

• by reducing the search for information,

• by using visual representations to enhance the detection of patterns,

• by enabling perceptual inference operations,

• by using perceptual attention mechanisms for monitoring, and

• by encoding information in a manipulable medium;

Visualizations increase the processing capabilities by reducing working memory 

requirements. It is easier to work with a graphical representation compared to working with 

a mental image. Scaife and Rogers [44] call this computational offloading. Visualization 

also enables the analysis between objects in the representation, and the relations between 

them. Visualizations can be used to graphically constraint possible relations between 

objects [44]. In addition, visualizations help to detect patterns and see things that could not 

be perceived by examining numerical or text data. The bottom line is that visualizations are 

a powerful tool in communicating ideas and supporting decision-making. They enable 

using vision to think [39].

Visualization is an important part of the work done in this thesis. The purpose is to utilize 

computer generated graphical representations to enable efficient communication between 

home buyers and a home builder. The increased communication will be based on the 

graphical information of the home to be built. The home buyers will be able to see what 

they are buying, and the home builder will be able to see what they actually are selling. A 

common understanding will be gained by using the visualization as a common language.

2.4.2 3D Visualization

The visible world around us is three-dimensional. Our visual system is built to perceive the 

shapes of 3D surfaces [40]. It is possible to utilize this fact, and when compared to two- 

dimensional visualization, to present more information with the added spatial dimension.
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3D visualization is based on a more complex mathematical background than 2D 

visualization. There are more considerations to take into account besides taking care of the 

added coordinate values. The object boundaries can be constructed with various 

combinations of plane and curved surfaces, and sometimes object interiors need to be 

specified. In addition, geometric and viewing transformations are more complicated than in 

two dimensions because it is necessary to transforms the three-dimensional coordinates 

through a series of transformations into two-dimensional device coordinates. The display 

pipeline in Figure 1 describes this process. [45], [46]
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3D visualizations are used on vaiious fields from construction industry to scientific 

visualization to weather statistics. Artifacts such as realistic renderings of buildings, 

visualizations of three-dimensional mathematical functions, or 3D weather data 

animations, are good examples.

Figure 1: Display pipeline describes the process of transforming modeled objects through a series of

transformations into pixels on the screen.
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Object representation

The realistic impression of a 3D visualization depends on various factors. First, objects in 

the 3D scene should be accurately defined. Representation schemes for solid objects are 

often divided into two broad categories: boundary representations and space-partitioning 

representations [45]. Boundary representations describe a three-dimensional object as a set 

of surfaces that separate object interior from the environment. Typical examples are 

polygon facets and spline patches. Space-partitioning representations describe objects as a 

set of small, non-overlapping, continuous solids.

Depth cues

Others factors in a realistic 3D visualization are so called depth cues, and a large body of 

research is related to the way the visual system processes depth cue information to provide 

an accurate perception of space. Following is a list of the most important depth cues. First 

are the factors that can be reproduced in a static picture, followed by the factors involved 

in a moving picture. In the last category are the depth cues requiring the use of two eyes. 

Figure 2 points out typical examples of depth cues. [40]

Monocular static:

Linear perspective

Texture gradient

Size gradient

Occlusion

Depth of focus

Cast shadows

Shape-from-shading

Depth-from-eye accommodation

Monocular dynamic:

• Structure-from-motion

Binocular:

• Eye convergence

• Stereoscopic depth
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Figure 2: Examples of depth cues: notice the effect of perspective, size, occlusion and cast shadows.

There is no single, widely accepted unifying theory of space perception and how the 

different depth cues should be combined [40]. To make visualization as realistic as 

possible, it would be valuable to include them all. However, it does not always make sense 

to implement animations or stereoscopic displays if static visualizations fit the purpose 

better and are far cheaper.

Illumination and surface rendering

In addition to object representations and depth cues, there are other factors contributing to 

the realism of a graphical 3D visualization. Illumination and surface-rendering models are 

very important. An illumination model, also called a lighting model or a shading model, is 

used to calculate the intensity of light that we should see at a given point on the surface of 

an object. There are three basic illumination models. Ambient light, or background light, is 

used to set the general brightness in a scene. Diffuse and specular lighting models are more 

advanced.[45]

A surface-rendering algorithm uses the intensity calculations from an illumination model 

to determine the light intensity for all the projected pixel positions for the surfaces in the 

scene. The basic polygon-rendering techniques are flat, Gouraud and Phong shading. In 

flat shading, the surface area is filled with a constant color. Gouraud shading works with 

an intensity-interpolation scheme, and renders surface polygons by linearly interpolating 

intensity values across the surface. Phong shading, or normal-vector interpolation shading, 

produces a more realistic-looking surface. Texture maps, environment maps and bump 

maps are often used on object surfaces to increase detail. [45]
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Figure 3: Ray-traced kitchen scene. [47]

Overview of Home Visualization2.4.3

Rework has become an endemic feature of the construction process [3]. It is estimated that 

in large construction processes 30% of the work is rework [48]. This is because site teams 

spend too much time trying to make designs work in practice. Another major factor is the 

last minute changes from customers [3]. Typically, the customer is unable to obtain a 

realistic impression of the building before it is actually being built. The lack of 

understanding between a customer and a builder occurs in home building as well. The aim

22

Ray-tracing and Radiosity Lighting Model

Ray-tracing works by tracing the path of a ray of light starting from the viewer’s eye. The 

idea is to collect intensity contributions while the ray bounces around the scene. Ray

tracing is a simple and powerful rendering technique for obtaining global reflection and 

transmission effects, in addition to visible-surface detection, shadow effects, transparency, 

and multiple light-source illumination.

The most accurate illumination models such as radiosity algorithm, calculate light 

intensities by considering the propagation of radiant energy between the surfaces and light 

sources in the scene. Figure 3 demonstrates a realistic visualization rendered with ray

tracing and the radiosity lighting model. [45]
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in this thesis is to tackle the communication problem between home buyers and a home 

builder. The goal is to implement a visualization tool that improves communication and 

makes sure that the both parties agree on the home to be built.

There are existing solutions trying to solve this problem, and in the following sections they 

will be analysed by describing their advantages and disadvantages. Virtual design centers 

are the most relevant existing tools considering this thesis, and they will be covered in 

more detail in the next chapter.

Model Homes

The best way to visualize a home is to walk around in a finished home, especially if it is 

the one you bought. However, since this is hardly possible at the moment of signing a 

contract, building companies build models homes to display their products. Model homes 

are examples of what the building company is delivering. They have been completely 

furnished and perfected to the last detail. This way customers are able to feel and see what 

their homes would look like.

Unfortunately, model homes do not present all the configurations available, which is why a 

home buyer still needs to mentally visualize their selections. Another disadvantage is that 

model homes are very expensive to build and maintain [14].

Design Centers

Design centers are the common way for displaying interior design selections. They are 

large showrooms where customers can browse all the available selection items. Design 

centers provide a good way for visualizing individual products because customers can 

touch the products and see their real colors. However, it is difficult for the customers to 

visualize what the selections will look like in their homes.

Brochures

Figure 4 shows a typical brochure of a home model with a couple of structural options. The 

figure shows only part of the structural options. In addition to the floor plan and structural 

options, brochures usually show the available elevations as artistic 3D renderings. These 

kinds of brochures are often used on websites as marketing material.
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Figure 4: Typical home brochure with a couple of structural options. [49]

Brochures are easy to produce from CAD drawings. In addition, brochures are a relatively 

inexpensive tool for presenting the product offering. However, a disadvantage is that they 

present only the structural options and in a single configuration. It is left for the home 

buyer to pick the interesting options, to put them together in their mind, and to envision 

how it would look like in the finished home. It is very hard to imagine what an additional 

bedroom or a raised ceiling will look like.
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Scale Models

Scale models are able to present the spatial information better than brochures. For 

example, it is possible to see room heights in a scale model.

A disadvantage with scale models is that they are able to visualize only a specific 

combination of structural options. In addition, they are expensive to produce, and by no 

means are usable for customer-specific visualization.

Rendered 3D Images

An advantage with rendered 3D images is that they can be very photorealistic. In addition, 

rendered 3D images show information in three dimensions, and therefore can provide 

customers with better spatial understanding than, for example, brochures. A disadvantage 

is that the images can present only a single configuration.

3D renderings can also be very expensive when bought from a special service company. 

This is because the majority of home builders have their designs in 2D and they need to 

buy the service to draw their home models in 3D. Another difficulty with special service 

companies is that it might take a long time for them to deliver the renderings because of 

full schedules. [14]

Videos, Panoramas and Fly-through Animations

Videos, panoramas and fly-through animations are able to visualize a home in a way that 

takes advantage of depth cues of a moving picture. This so called structure-from-motion 

effect [40] gives the home buyer a good understanding of the spatial characteristics of the 

presented space. Another advantage is that it is possible to create this kind visualization to 

be very photorealistic.

However, because videos, panoramas, and animations are built to present a single home 

model with a single configuration, it is possible to get the same information by taking a 

tour in one of the model homes. This is naturally true only if the model homes exist. It is 

sensible to use this kind of visualization in a situation where there are no model homes, or 

they are not ready yet. Another use is on the marketing web sites, where it is possible for 

customers to browse the product offering without visiting the community sales center. The
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assumption is that creating videos, panoramas, and fly-through animations for a customer- 

specific configuration on the fly is not currently cost-effective.

Interactive Floor Plans

Interactive floor plans are an effective way to visualize a customer-specific configuration 

of structural options. They make it possible for the customer to try out various options, and 

to see the changes immediately. However, interactive floor plans do not visualize any of 

the interior design selections because the visualization is only two-dimensional.

Virtual Design Centers

As of today, virtual design centers are the most powerful visualization tools available for 

home builders. Best of these tools are able to present a customer-specific configuration 

with a good visualization. Some of the existing tools enable interactive walkthroughs by 

using real-time rendering. However, the existing tools have limitations in their 

implementation.

2.4.4 Summary

The goal in this thesis is to create a tool that is able to visualize both the structural options 

and the interior design selections. This enables the presentation of the full customer- 

specific configuration. In addition, the purpose is to make the visualization as realistic as 

possible. The result will be a tool that has the existing interactive floor plan functionality of 

Option Configurator amended with realistic 3D visualization. The analysis of the existing 

virtual design center tools is presented in more detail in the next chapter.

2.5 CAD in Home Building

CAD, or computer-aided design, is used in the design of buildings, automobiles, aircraft, 

watercraft, spacegraft, computers, textiles, and many other products. There are various 

architectural CAD programs that the construction industry uses in designing buildings. 

Architects use these interactive graphics programs to lay out floor plans. In addition, it is 

possible to create realistic exterior and interior renderings. [45]
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Home building companies use CAD programs to design their home models. In the majority 

of the home building companies, these designs are two-dimensional. Usually the lot- 

specific construction plans are either drawn by using the home model designs, or there are 

no lot-specific construction plans. In the latter case, the construction plans are defined by 

circling out options in a master construction plan that shows the basis of the home model 

and all the available structural options. There are also software vendors selling automated 

computer systems which are able to generate lot-specific construction plans [50]. [51]. 

However, currently only the minority of builders have utilized these systems. [14]

A small number of home building companies design their homes in 3D. Even a smaller 

number of them are using computer systems able generate lot-specific construction plans in 

3D. [14]

The visualization developed in this thesis will be created with 3D visualization models. 

These models are based on the home model designs. Since most of the builders have the 

designs in 2D, the 3D visualization models have to be created manually by using the 2D 

data as the stalling point. However, for a small number of builders using 3D designs, it is 

possible to use them directly, and to create the 3D visualization models by adding textures, 

lights, etc. [14]
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Chapter 3

Virtual Design Centers

The purpose of this chapter is to review existing virtual design center tools and to discuss 

how these tools could be improved. The chapter starts with an analysis and is continued by 

listing the desired qualities for the new visualization tool. In the end of the chapter, the 

focus is on the technical challenges that emerge when implementing the desired qualities, 

and the possible approaches to overcome these challenges.

3.1 Existing Solutions

The existing virtual design center tools fall into three separate categories: tools using real

time 3D rendering, tools created with Macromedia Flash [52] and pre-rendered images, 

and tools implemented as web pages. Each of these categories will be discussed in the 

following sections in more detail. All of the reviewed tools have been implemented with a 

client-server architecture, and therefore work as a distributed application.

3.1.1 Real-time 3D Rendering

As of today, the most sophisticated tool available, View22, is able to visualize the option 

selection process in an interactive way by using a real-time 3D rendering engine. This 

visualization tool [32] is able to present both the structural options and the interior design
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selections in an interactive way. It is used as a basis for many other virtual design center

solutions [53], [54], [55].

View22 visualization tool is implemented as a Microsoft ActiveX [56] control running on 

the client computer. The disassembly revealed that the main engine loads the needed model 

data from the server and does all the rendering on the client computer. This enables a very 

short response time when a user is making selections. However, it becomes a weakness 

when considering the rendering quality, which is not realistic. In addition, the loading 

times can become a problem when switching between home models and the model data is 

loaded from the server.

Rendering is implemented in two phases in View22. A smooth real-time movement is 

made possible by using a rough rendering with no shadows or anti-aliasing. When the 

camera is not moving, the rendering engine calculates simple drop shadows and uses anti

aliasing to make the image appear smoother. The rendering is done completely by using 

polygon-shading models and no advanced rendering, like ray-tracing, is used.

A real-time rendering engine in the tool enables features such as smooth zooming, rapid 

changing between cameras, and walkthroughs inside the virtual model. Other advantages 

in this tool are the possibility to view the virtual model from above without the roof, and to 

drag-and-drop options directly into the 3D view. This is made possible by utilizing a 3D 

component library that contains cabinets, appliances, faucets, and many more selections 

from major manufacturers. In the evaluated tool, it is also possible to switch between 2D 

and 3D views.

A disadvantage in this tool is the rendering quality which is a problem especially with the 

house exterior. In addition, the tool is used mainly as a supporting tool for marketing and 

sales, and it does not integrate directly with the sales-delivery process in the back-end 

enterprise systems.

Another tool that incorporates real 3D models is IKEA kitchen planner [57]. It is 

implemented as a stand-alone Windows application. The implementation is simple and the 

visual output is very crude. The rendering uses only flat shading with wire-frames and no 

textures. However, this tool has advantages worth mentioning: it enables designing the
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room layout, it allows drag-and-dropping of selections, and it includes complete pricing 

and additional information for every product.

There are also other virtual design center tools using real 3D models. However, they will 

not be reviewed in detail because the already mentioned tools, and especially View22, 

provide currently the best quality and functionality when considering the home building 

companies. Another example is, for instance, a product sold by Transsilta [58], which is a 

tool for visualizing various products including homes [59].

3.1.2 Flash

Another type of virtual design center tool is a Macromedia Flash application which is 

constructed to show pre-rendered images. There are many visualization tools implemented 

by using this technique [29], [60], [61]. These tools work by showing a group of 

transparent images on top of each other. Disassemblies revealed that shadows and 

reflections are shown as partly transparent images.

Tools created with Flash are able to present both the structural options and the interior 

design selections. Users are able to pick cabinets, floor tiles, countertops, etc. In theory, the 

selections are not limited by anything since the images are pre-rendered. However, in 

practice, this implementation method has limitations when selections start overlapping 

each other in the scene. As the number of structural changes in the scene increases, the 

number of required pre-rendered image combinations gets very high. These tools are best 

suited to present interior design selections that do not change the structure.

An advantage with pre-rendering is that the quality is not dependent on the resources 

available at runtime. All the needed images can be rendered with the highest quality and 

therefore the resulting visualization can be photorealistic. In addition, the response time is 

very short if the images are contained in the Flash application. However, this limits the 

number of possible selections because with many selections the loading time over the 

Internet can be too long. In some of the mentioned Flash tools, loading the images only 

after the user’s selections has solved this problem. This naturally increases the response 

time, but with a decent Internet connection the response time is just a couple of seconds.
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A disadvantage with Flash tools is that the camera is in a fixed position. There is no way of 

changing the camera position or zooming the image. In addition, these tools do not include 

advanced option rules, and the maintenance is very tricky when the configuration model or 

any of the selections change.

Despite of the limitations of using Rash, these tools demonstrate a very good way of 

creating a virtual design center tool which provides photorealistic quality with an 

understandable user interface. For instance, it is very easy and efficient to make color 

selections in the tool sold by Aareaslnteractive [29].

3.1.3 Web pages

Except for the response time, the virtual design centers implemented as web pages showing 

pre-rendered images have the same basic characteristics as the Flash applications discussed 

in the previous section. With web applications, the response time is always dependent on 

the Internet connection. However, with the existing solutions the response time was a 

couple of seconds, which was acceptable. There are many solutions using this approach, 

for example, Virtual Room Designer [62], and a tool used by Crossville [63], just to 

mention a couple.

An advantage with the web page implementation over Flash is that web pages are easier to 

create and maintain. A disadvantage is that the user interface is not as smooth as with 

Rash.

3.2 Summary of Desired Qualities for Visualization tool

This section presents a summary of the desired qualities for the visualization tool. The 

qualities are based on the analysis of the existing tools in addition to the goals described in 

the first chapter. The chosen qualities and detailed requirements will be presented in the 

next chapter.

• Visualization of structural options and interior design selections

• Visualization of interior and exterior options
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• Intuitive and simple user interface

• Photorealistic visualization

• Short response time to user actions

• Integration with the option selection process in the existing system

• Usage over the Internet as a distributed application

• Easy maintenance, which does not require changes in the software when the 

configuration model changes

• Easy deployment on the client computers

• Support for importing home building CAD file formats when creating the 3D 

visualization model

• Definition of preset camera positions

• Changing of camera position and field of view

• Interactive walkthroughs

3.3 Technical Challenges

Implementing a visualization tool with the presented qualities poses various technical 

challenges. These challenges will be described in this section. The assumption is that the 

application will be a distributed application with a central data repository of the existing 

system, and it will have the client-server model as the basic architecture. In addition, it is 

assumed that the 3D visualization models have to be created manually by using the 

existing 2D data, and that these models are located on the centralized server. The questions 

that need to be answered concern the configuration and rendering tasks to be separated 

between the client and the server software, in addition to the data setup and 

implementation issues.

To be able to visualize structural options, it is required that the source 3D model for the 

visualization is configurable. With a small number of structural options that do not interact 

in the scene, it is possible to pre-render all the possible combinations. However, to be able 

to visualize a large number of structural options without limitations, it is required that the 

source 3D model is configurable at runtime. This also means that the rendering must 

happen at runtime. This results in the following problems which are also tied to the issues 

concerning the response time and the integration with the existing system.
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• Where should the 3D model be configured and rendered: in the client program or 

on the server?

о If the model is configured and rendered in the client program,

■ How much computational resources does this process need? Are the 

resources available? Will the response time be short enough?

■ How large are the 3D models, are they too large to be transferred 

over the Internet? Will the loading time be too long? Alternatively, 

can the models be used from an updatable data repository located on 

the client computer?

■ What kind of software is available to be used in the client program? 

Is it possible to integrate it directly with the existing .NET client 

controlling the option selection? If not, is the chosen tool easy to 

deploy on the client computers?

о If the model is configured and rendered on the server,

■ What kind of software is available to be used on the server?

■ How is the visualization transferred to the client program?

■ Will the response time be short enough when the visualization is 

sent over the Internet?

When choosing the software to configure and render the 3D model, the following 

additional challenges must be tackled:

Does the tool produce realistic rendering?

Is it possible to configure the 3D model by using the tool? 

о By using an API?

■ Is the API open?

■ Is the API extensive enough?

о By reading and writing the file format the tool uses?

Does the tool allow itself to be controlled outside of the user interface?

Does the tool support importing CAD file formats used by the home building 

industry?

Will the tool be developed further and supported in the future?

If the tool is used on the server:

о Does it support rendering farms?
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о Can it be kept running to avoid the start-up times when a rendering request 

is served?

о Is it stable enough to be kept running for long periods of time?

When considering the data setup, the following challenges need to be tackled:

• How to interconnect the 3D visualization model data with the existing 

configuration model?

• How to setup options in the 3D visualization model? How to define textures for 

different design selections? How to specify structural options?

• How to setup lights and cameras in the 3D visualization model?

When implementing the visualization tool, the following problems need to be solved:

• How to implement the tool so that there is no need for software changes when the 

configuration model changes?

• If zooming functionality is provided, how to implement it?

• If camera control functionality is provided, how to implement it and the preset 

camera positions?

• If interactive walkthrough functionality is provided, how to implement it?

3.4 Possible Solutions

This section discusses possible solutions to the technical challenges described in the 

previous section. One of these solutions will be selected for the final implementation based 

on the detailed requirements defined in the next chapter. The reasoning behind the 

selection will also be covered in that chapter.

The underlying assumption in the selection of the possible tools is that there needs to be a 

way to create the 3D visualization model by using existing 2D data. More specifically, 

there needs to be a way of using existing data in AutoCAD file formats. This is necessary 

for meeting the original goal of minimizing the needed work when the home building 

companies utilize the visualization tool. Most of the home building companies have their
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plan designs in AutoCAD file formats [14]. File formats are discussed more extensively in 

the end this chapter.

3.4.1 Client Rendering with Ray-tracing

In short, the client rendering solution works by loading the 3D visualization model from 

the server, configuring it based on the user's selections in the client software, and showing 

the rendered image to the user. An alternative solution works by loading the 3D 

visualization model from an updatable local data repository located on the client computer.

The first challenge to be tackled is to find suitable software tool to be used in the client. 

There are two ways to implement the rendering. The first way is to integrate a free 

rendering library into the existing .NET client. However, the problem was that no such 

tools were found. This means that the integrated ray-tracing implementation would have to 

be done from the scratch. An alternative client rendering solution is to use a rendering tool 

that can be used from the existing .NET client. It is necessary to be able to run the 

rendering from the command line and to deploy the tool on a computer running Windows. 

In addition, the tool should create realistic ray-traced images and it should be free to use. 

Furthermore, it should be possible to modify the rendered 3D model by reading and 

writing the file format of the tool. There are several tools available for doing this and the 

best found tools were POV-Ray 3.6 [64], Blender 2.41 [65] and VirtuaLight 1.4 [66].

1. POV-Ray

The Persistence of Vision Raytracer (POV-Ray) is a high-quality tool for creating 

three-dimensional graphics. It has a wide user base and a very long development 

history. The first version of the software was released 15 years ago. POV-Ray 

provides very good rendering quality in an efficient way. It is free to use, and it 

would be a safe choice when considering the future development and support. A 

disadvantage with the command line rendering provided by POV-Ray is that the 

GUI is opened on every request.

2. Blender

Blender is an open source software for 3D modeling, animation, rendering, post

production, interactive creation and playback [65]. Blender has a fast inbuilt
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raytracer and it produces very realistic rendering. It has an integral support for 

Yafray rendering engine [67] and it supports command line rendering as a 

background process. Also Blender has a dedicated development community and the 

future support should be guaranteed.

3. VirtuaLight

VirtuaLight is a standalone rendering engine that provides photorealistic rendering 

of 3D scenes. Its interface is a 3D scene description format. VirtuaLight is free to 

use and it supports rendering from the command line. The only disadvantage is the 

support, the current release is from the year 2004 and there has been no further 

development since.

Based on the analysis. Blender and VirtuaLight are most suitable tools for the final 

implementation of the client ray-tracing. Both of them can be used in a way that utilizes 

existing AutoCAD data.

Another challenge to be tackled is the performance. It is completely dependent on the 

client hardware how quickly the rendering can be done. In addition, the 3D visualization 

models which are transferred the client, should not be too large to be loaded over an 

intermediate Internet connection. If the loading time becomes an issue, compressing the 

files before the transfer will help. Another solution is to have the 3D visualization models 

present on the client computer.

If this solution will be implemented, the integration with the existing option selection tool 

will be straightforward. Option Configurator will be amended with the code that calls the 

rendering through a command line. The rendered image is then be shown to the user. A 

disadvantage with this solution is that the deployment of the rendering tool will have to be 

done manually on the client computers.

When considering the data setup, a technique that can be used with the structural options is 

to have all the available options present in the 3D visualization model. When configuring 

the model at runtime, the selected options are then moved on top of the base model. This 

technique is used in various other tools for configuring floor plans [51]. Interior design 

selections can be presented as textures and handled by changing the texture while
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configuring the model. Cameras and lights need to be added when the 3D visualization 

model is created.

Interactive walkthroughs are not possible with this solution. However, it is possible to add 

interactive camera control and preset camera positions.

3.4.2 Client Rendering with X3D

X3D is an open standard XML-enabled 3D file format to enable real-time communication 

of 3D data across all applications. It has a rich set of features for use in engineering and 

scientific visualization, CAD and architecture, medical visualization, training and 

simulation, multimedia, entertainment, educational, and more. X3D is a considerably more 

mature and refined standard than its VRML predecessor. X3D supports advanced 

rendering techniques such as pixel and vertex shaders, multi-texturing, lighting, materials, 

and hardware acceleration. [68]

In short, this rendering solution works by loading the 3D visualization model from the 

server or from the local disk, configuring it based on the user’s selections in the client 

software, and opening the model in the X3D player.

As with the first solution alternative, the main problem is to find software tool that 

supports the outlined architecture. The tool should work in Windows and preferably be free 

to use. The tool should be able to render X3D scenes realistically in real-time by using 

shadows and reflections. In addition, it should be possible to launch the tool from the 

existing .NET client. Furthermore, it should be possible to modify the rendered X3D model 

with a toolkit or an API. The best found X3D players were BS Contact VRML/X3D 7.0 

[69], Octaga Player 2.0 [70], and Xj3D 1.0 [71]. Two commercial tools were chosen 

because not enough suitable free tools were found. Xj3D 1.0 does not provide as realistic 

rendering as the other tools but it was chosen because the new development version is 

available and new features are added constantly.
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1. BS Contact VRML/X3D

Bitmanagement Software Contact is a software tool for visualizing 3D models in 

VRML and X3D. Bitmanagement Software is also providing a toolkit with C++ 

API to access the X3D data and a tool to export scenes from 3ds Max. Both of 

these solutions are commercial and need a license. The visual output of the X3D 

player is good because it implements many of the advanced rendering techniques.

2. Octaga Player

Octaga Player is a 3D player for VRML and X3D content. In addition to the player, 

Octaga provides an exporter from 3ds Max. Both of these solutions are commercial 

and need a license. The visual output of also this X3D player is good because it 

implements many of the advanced rendering techniques.

3. Xj3D

Xj3D is a project of the Web3D Consortium Source Working Group focused on 

creating a toolkit for VRML97 and X3D content [68]. The project work has 

resulted in an X3D player and a Java API for integrating the player into 

applications. The toolkit also contains an API for loading and modifying X3D 

content. The software is provided under GNU LG PL. Xj3D player is still under 

development and it does not implement all the advanced rendering techniques yet.

All the evaluated tools are suitable and likely to be supported in the future. In addition, all 

of these tools can utilize existing AutoCAD data.

The other challenges that need to be tackled are very much the same as with the other 

client rendering solution. With this alternative, the configuration needs to be done by using 

the provided APIs or with some other toolkit [71], [72], [73]. Compressing the models can 

reduce the transfer time to the clients. Another alternative is to use the 3D visualization 

models from updatable data repositories located on the client computers.

Another issue that needs to be considered is the client hardware requirements. As these 

tools use hardware acceleration for rendering, the client computer needs to have a decent 

3D graphics card with enough memory. The rendering quality of these tools naturally falls 

behind when compared to advanced ray-tracing. As with the other client rendering
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solution, the deployment of the visualization tool would need to be done manually on the 

client computers.

The integration of the X3D player to the existing option selection tool needs to be 

considered as well. It would be required to launch the configured 3D visualization model 

in an external window when the user wants to see the visualization. The disadvantage is 

that this makes the overall user interface clumsier. However, with the provided 

functionality the user is free to control the camera and walk around in the home.

Solutions to the challenges considering the data setup are the same as with the other 

described client rendering solution.

Server Rendering with Ray-tracing3.4.3

In short, the server rendering works by taking the 3D visualization model as an input, 

configuring it based on the user's selections which are received from the client, and 

sending the rendered image back to the client.

The first question to be answered is that what kind of software should be used on the server 

to configure and render the 3D visualization model. Any of the tools mentioned with the 

client ray-tracing could also be used on the server. Other evaluated tools were Revit 

Building 8.1 [74], Architectural Desktop 2006 [74], 3ds Max 8 [74], and ArchiCAD 9 [75]. 

All of these tools can be deployed on a Windows Server and all of them produce realistic 

ray-traced images. In addition, all of these tools are used in the building industry and are 

likely to be supported in the future. Furthermore, all of them provide an API for modifying 

the 3D model and it is possible to use all of them to create the 3D visualization model by 

directly reading AutoCAD file formats. The mentioned tools were selected because they 

were the best tools to satisfy the requirements. There are many other tools on the market as 

well. However, they do not fit the described purpose. For example, Envisioneer 2.0 [76], 

VectorWorks 12 [77], and Chief Architect 10 [78] do not have a suitable API. On the other 

hand, PowerCAD 5.2 [79] and SolidBuilder [80] do not provide realistic rendering.
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1. Revit Building

Revit Building software is a complete, discipline-specific building design and 

documentation system. Revit uses in-built Accurender to produce very realistic 

rendering. It has an open API that allows to access all objects in the building 

information model, to query and change object properties, and to perform limited 

object additions. However, the API will be opened in four phases and according to 

an Autodesk representative, the current first version and the following version 

should not be used for extensive model modification but rather for queries from the 

model.

2. Architectural Desktop (ADT)

Architectural Desktop is built on AutoCAD and is amended with tools for 

architectural drawing and design. ADT comes with VIZ Render, which produces 

realistic rendering. ADT has an open API that allows extensive object 

modifications, and it can be used to configure the 3D visualization model. 

However, the problem with this tool is that it is impossible to add, for example, 

lights without using the user interface. In addition, ADT API does not allow 

exporting file formats that can be used in the server rendering module, BackBumer.

3. 3ds Max

3ds Max is a full-featured 3D visualization and animation tool. It can be used to 

produce very realistic rendering and it has an extensive open API that enables 

model configuration. 3ds Max can be commanded outside of the user interface 

through COM interoperability [81], [82] and it has a support for rendering farms.

4. ArchiCAD

ArchiCAD is a powerful architectural design solution that creates a single 3D 

building model which can be used for design development, visualization, 

collaboration, and producing 2D documentation. ArchiCAD uses LightWorks [83] 

rendering engine and therefore produces very realistic rendering. ArchiCAD 

provides an open API for custom software development.

Another challenge to tackle is the client implementation. With this solution, the client 

software can be quite light in the implementation, and the integration with the existing
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option selection process should not pose any problems since the client program needs only 

to show the rendered images. Loading of the images should not take too long over a decent 

Internet connection. However, the question that needs to be answered concerning the 

response time is the rendering cost on the server. The initial tests and estimates show that 

loading the model in addition to configuring and rendering it, should not take more than 

ten seconds with a decent amount of detail. If the rendering time becomes an issue, the 

solution can be scaled up by using rendering farms or by using a preview mode with less 

detail and resolution in the rendering. If the selected software tool does not support 

rendering farms, it is required to implement such a feature in the visualization tool.

Solutions to the challenges considering the data setup and the interactive functionality are 

the same as with the client rendering solutions described above.

3.5 File Formats

This section discusses the used file formats and the needed data conversions in more detail. 

As was mentioned before, it is assumed that the input data for the 3D visualization model 

is in AutoCAD Drawing format (DWG) or in AutoCAD Drawing Exchange Format 

(DXF). DWG is the proprietary file format of AutoCAD. However, by using libraries like 

OpenDWG by Open Design Alliance [84], it is possible to add DWG support practically in 

any application. OpenDWG supports DWG versions from 2.5 to 2004. DXF is a file 

format created for enabling data interoperability between AutoCAD and other programs. 

The specifications for DXF are publicly available. [74]

Client Rendering with Ray-tracing

The first suitable evaluated tool was Blender. The input data conversion can be done with 

3DWin [85] by converting DXF into a format which Blender can read. For example, the 

RAW file format, which contains mere triangle data, can be used. The 3D visualization 

model can be created with Blender. The configuration can be done by reading and writing 

the Blender file format. This is enabled by using the available Blender source code.

Another suitable tool was VirtuaLight. Its VIB file format is in plain text, which allows 

easy configuration by reading and writing the file format. The 3D visualization model has 

to be created with some other program because VirtuaLight provides only the rendering
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functionality. For doing this, it is possible to use any program which is able to export 3DS 

file format. This is because VirtuaLight comes with a tool that converts 3DS into VIB. 

3DS file format is used, for example, in 3ds Max.

Client Rendering with X3D

If X3D is used, the 3D visualization model has to be created with a 3D modeling program 

which is able to export X3D. Alternatively, it is possible to use 3D modeling programs, for 

which the evaluated X3D tools have converters. A requirement for the chosen 3D 

modeling program is that it should be able to import AutoCAD file formats. The 

configuration can to be done by modifying the X3D model with the provided APIs or with 

toolkits like X3D-Edit [86].

Server Rendering with Ray-tracing

It is possible to use POV-Ray, Blender, and VirtuaLight in the server rendering 

implementation. Blender and VirtuaLight file formats were already discussed, and the 

details of POV-Ray file format are explained next.

If POV-Ray is used, it is necessary to convert DXF files into POV-Ray’s POV files. This 

can be done with the introduced 3DWin. The converted data can be used in creating the 3D 

visualization model. The configuration can be done by reading and writing POV-Ray’s file 

format. POV-Ray files are rather tricky to work with, which is because the files actually 

contain the source code for the POV-Ray scripting language. However, the configuration 

can be done by using ParPov library [87].

It is also possible to use 3ds Max or ArchiCAD. They are able to import AutoCAD file 

formats. In addition, they can be used in creating the 3D visualization model. The 

configuration is possible by using the APIs they provide.

3.6 Summary

This chapter discussed the existing virtual design center tools, their pros and cons, and 

introduced the desired qualities for the new visualization tool. In addition, the technical 

challenges were described and tackled by presenting three solution alternatives. One of
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these alternatives will be chosen for the implementation based on the detailed requirements 

defined in the next chapter.

The visualization tool created in this thesis will add VDC functionality in the existing 

Option Configurator. The outcome will be a valuable addition to Builder’s Software 

Solution. This addition will make Builder's Software Solution even a more unique product 

since there are no other products having this much integrated functionality in one package. 

The existing VDC products do not allow setting up and maintaining the data in such a way 

that allows customers to see changes in the 3D visualization immediately after the data is 

changed. In addition, there are no existing VDC products which use real-time ray-tracing 

in creating the 3D visualizations.
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Chapter 4

Implementation

This chapter presents the essential contribution of the thesis, starting with the detailed 

requirements, and continuing with the created prototypes and the selected approach. The 

chapter is concluded by discussing the designed architecture and the detailed 

implementation.

4.1 Requirements

The requirements for the visualization tool are described more extensively here. They 

consist of functional, usability, quality, performance, scalability, maintenance, setup, cost, 

availability, and security requirements. They were depicted by the author based on the 

goals described in the first chapter and based on the analysis of the existing virtual design 

center tools. All the desired qualities mentioned in the previous chapter are included in the 

requirements except for the camera control and interactive walkthroughs. These qualities 

were left out because the preset camera positions were considered to provide the needed 

functionality. The financial constraints were set by Evenflow.

Usability, quality, and performance requirements are such, that evaluating them must be 

done mainly based on the users' qualitative comments.
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4.1.1 Functional

Req-Functional-1

The visualization tool should integrate with Builder’s Software Solution.

Req-Functional-2

It should be possible to create three-dimensional visualizations for a home buyer based on 

their option selections. The visualizations should include structural options and interior 

design selections.

Req-Functional-3

It should be possible to visualize each location in the home individually, for example, the 

kitchen, family room, or the exterior. These locations should be available as preset camera 

positions.

Req-FunctionaI-4

The visualizations should automatically update when the user is making selections.

4.1.2 Usability

Req-Usability-l

The visualization tool user interface should be easy to use. The new functionality should 

not make the existing user interface slower or more difficult to use.

4.1.3 Quality

Req-Quality-l

The quality of the visualizations should be realistic. This means that an average user feels 

they get a good understanding of what the finished home will look like.
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4.1.4 Maintenance

Req-Maintenance-1

The design and the implementation of the visualization tool should be generic in the sense 

that it allows to plug in other visualization solutions later. For example, if the server 

rendering is implemented first, it should be possible to implement additional client 

rendering later.

4.1.5 Performance

Req-Performance-1

Creating visualizations should be fast enough so that an average user finds the tool usable.

4.1.6 Scalability

Req-Scalability-l

The implementation of the visualization tool should be scalable, in other words, it should 

work with a large number of clients.

4.1.7 Setup

Req-Setup-l

It should be possible for a home building company to utilize the visualization tool by using 

existing plan designs.

4.1.8 Cost

Req-Cost-l

The cost of utilizing the visualization tool should not depend on the number of the clients.
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4.1.9 Availability

Req-Availability-l

It should be possible to use the visualization tool for at least 12 consecutive hours without 

interruptions or a need to restart any of the computers running the software.

4.1.10 Security

Req-Security-1

All the public server components of the visualization tool should be protected against 

unauthorized use.

4.2 Prototypes and Selected Approach

Before making decisions on the final approach, it was necessary to create prototypes to 

help in finding the most suitable solution for fulfilling the defined requirements. The 

prototypes were tested with two 3D models, an interior 3D model representing a kitchen 

scene, and an exterior 3D model representing an elevation. The interior model was 

received from a business partner of Evenflow. It was a cutaway model that had been used 

for representing a manufactured home in real life. However, it had not been used for 

rendering the interior, and therefore it was necessary to add textures and lights in the model 

to make it more realistic. The model consisted of roughly 9000 polygons, and it was 

considered to fit the purpose of testing the visualization with a model that produced 

realistic enough rendering. The exterior model was received from one of the customers of 

Evenflow, and it had been used for rendering presentations for home buyers. It consisted of 

roughly 7000 polygons. Both of the received models were in 3ds Max file format. Figure 5 

presents the test models rendered with 3ds Max. Advanced lighting models, like radiosity 

lighting, were not used in the rendering because of performance reasons.
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Figure 5: Interior and exterior test models rendered with 3ds Max.

Server Rendering Prototype with Ray-tracing4.2.1

The purpose of this prototype was to be a proof of concept for the server rendering solution 

introduced in the previous chapter. Especially, the purpose was to find out how the solution 

worked and what its performance was. 3ds Max was used for the rendering. The most 

important reason for the choice was the powerful API it provides. In addition, the 

configuration is much easier to implement with an API when compared to implementing 

reading and writing of any file format. Another strength of 3ds Max was the good sample 

code that came with the SDK.

The very first question to answer was how to command the 3ds Max tenderer outside of 

the user interface. Fortunately, 3ds Max has an extensive and open API, and an SDK is 

available. Even better, the SDK came with an example application for accessing 3ds Max 

with a COM component. The example application consisted of two parts, a COM server 

and a COM client. The COM server component was a 3ds Max plug-in that provided an 

interface for opening a 3D model, rendering it, and fetching the rendered image. The COM 

chent component was a simple Windows Forms application written to demonstrate the use 

of this interface.

The example COM server implementation had to be extended. Features were added to 

select sets of polygons, to change surface materials, and to move and hide polygons sets in 

the 3D model. This made it possible to configure the 3D model before rendering it.
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The existing Option Configurator had to be modified to support the 3D visualization. This 

was done by adding an additional 3D view in the user interface. The communication with 

the server was handled with web services. Upon receiving a request, the web application 

on the server started up the COM client, which had to be completely rewritten.

A load test application was created for testing the stability of 3ds Max. The test application 

loaded a 3D model into 3ds Max on every request and changed surface materials in the 

model. In the performed test, the test application run successfully for more than 20 hours. 

The executed test confirmed that 3ds Max was stable enough to be used for creating the 

visualization tool. In addition, it was confirmed that 3ds Max did not need restarting on 

every rendering request.

Another thing which needed testing was the performance. The test machine was AMD 

Athlon 64 3200+ with two gigabytes of memory. The rendering was tested with two 

resolutions and with two rendering settings. Tables 1 and 2 present the results. The 

reported times are rendering times and do not include the start-up time of 3ds Max or the 

loading times of the model.

Table 1: Exterior model rendering times with 3ds Max.

renderer settings resolution time

antialiasing and shadows 640x480 10s

no antialiasing or shadows 640x480 4s

antialiasing and shadows 320x200 3s

no antialiasing or shadows 320x200 2s

Table 2: Interior model rendering times with 3ds Max.

renderer settings resolution time

antialiasing and shadows 640x480 9s

no antialiasing or shadows 640x480 6s

antialiasing and shadows 320x200 6s

no antialiasing or shadows 320x200 5s

The results show that it is possible to render realistic scenes quickly enough even by using 

a low-end server. The lower quality settings were tested because for optimizing the user
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experience, it might make sense to implement a faster preview rendering with lower 

quality.

When estimating the total response time, it is necessary to include the loading time of the 

model. According to the executed tests, this takes around one second with the used test 

models. It is assumed that the start-up delay of 3ds Max affects only the first request and 

does not affect the average response time. Another thing that should be considered, is the 

network delay. It is assumed that the locations, in which the visualization tool will be used, 

have a broadband Internet access. This makes it possible to transfer the rendered images 

fast enough.

The performance test results showed that this solution would be fast enough when using a 

single client and a single server. However, it is clear that with more clients the solution 

should be scalable. In other words, it should be possible to use a rendering farm.

The next logical step was to test the scalability of the solution. The test was conducted by 

using two dedicated rendering servers, and using one server as the command center. The 

used 3D models and textures were shared on a network drive. The used rendering farm 

software was Autodesk Backbumer, which is able to split rendering tasks among multiple 

rendering servers. It is capable of dividing the rendering task into separate frames, or in the 

case of a single frame, into separate scanline segments. The test was successfully 

conducted by rendering a single frame with two servers. However, a major disadvantage 

with Backburner is that it opens up a new 3ds Max instance on the server upon every 

request. This means that it is not suitable for speeding up the rendering of single frames. In 

addition, as the 3D model has to be configured before rendering, it would mean 

configuring and saving the 3D model on disk before launching the rendering tasks. In 

conclusion, if this solution will be implemented fully, it is necessary to create a completely 

new rendering farm software that commands multiple 3ds Max instances.

4.2.2 Client Rendering Prototype with Ray-tracing

The client ray-tracing prototype was created for evaluating the potential of client 

rendering. The used 3D model was the same interior model that was used with the server 

rendering prototype. VirtuaLight, which was introduced in the previous chapter, was used
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for the rendering. The reason for this choice was the simple text file format VirtuaLight 

uses.

The first challenge to tackle was the conversion of the test model into a format which 

VirtuaLight could read. Fortunately, VirtuaLight came with a tool which converted 3ds 

files into its own VIB file format. With 3ds Max being able to save the test model in 3ds, it 

was possible to do the conversion into VIB.

With the server rendering prototype already implemented, it was possible to use the 

functionality it provided. The only things which needed to change in Option Configurator 

were the web service calls which were replaced by calls to the local rendering libraries. 

These libraries had to be implemented from the scratch. The design of this prototype was 

compatible with the server rendering prototype, and both of the solutions were able to 

coexist.

The created prototype worked by running VirtuaLight renderer on the command line. 

VirtuaLight executed on the background in its own process and saved the resulted image 

on the local disk. The challenge of configuring the 3D model was tackled by implementing 

a simple VIB file reader and writer. These were used to change the camera location in the 

scene while testing the prototype.

The performance of the solution was tested with the same machine as was used with server 

rendering. Table 3 shows the results. The reported times do not include the loading time of 

the model. The used settings were set to match the server rendering test as closely as 

possible.

Table 3: Interior model rendering times with VirtuaLight.

renderer settings resolution time

antialiasing and shadows 640x480 6s

no antialiasing or shadows 640x480 5s

antialiasing and shadows 320x200 2s

no antialiasing or shadows 320x200 2s
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The results show that client rendering is fast enough for the intended use. However, to 

understand the total response time, the loading time of the model needs to be taken into 

account. Unexpectedly, it took over three seconds every time VirtuaLight loaded a model. 

This delay was caused by the text file format VirtuaLight uses. The converted test model 

file was almost 5 megabytes in size. Parsing it took a long time compared to the actual 

rendering. With this in mind, the tested client rendering solution does not have advantage 

in performance over the server rendering. It is true that using client software is inherently 

scalable, but when it is compared to a scalable server farm being able to serve multiple 

clients, it does not have a competitive advantage. This conclusion is based on the 

assumption that end users have hardware which is comparable to the used testing 

hardware.

Although the prototype was a proof of concept for the client rendering, certain problems 

emerged while implementing it. To start with, the conversion of the test 3D model into 3ds 

file format truncated all the texture names into eight characters. This resulted in conflicts 

because the texture names started with exactly the same eight characters. This was solved 

by changing all the texture names to be eight characters long before the conversion.

Another encountered problem was that point lights did not work in VirtuaLight at all. It 

was necessary to replace the lights with spotlights. If this solution were implemented 

further, the issue with lights would need to be resolved. In addition, VIB file format allows 

only one camera definition per scene. This means that in the final implementation the 

camera information would need to be stored separately from the 3D model data. 

Furthermore, the 3ds file format which is used in the conversion, loses the selection set 

information used in the 3ds Max files. The selection sets are a possible way of grouping 

polygons into selectable options. Also this issue needs resolving if it is decided to proceed 

with the final implementation using this solution.

4.2.3 Client Rendering Prototype with X3D

A prototype was not created for the X3D solution because it was clear with the information 

from the initial testing that X3D would not be a sufficient solution. It does not satisfy the 

usability requirement because it would be necessary to view the visualization with external 

software. In addition, the lack of a free X3D solution capable of creating realistic enough
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visualization was a part of the reason for the dismissal of this solution. Furthermore, it 

would be difficult to satisfy the requirement concerning the automatically updated 

visualization. In addition, considering the performance, it would be more difficult for a 

home building company to utilize this kind of solution as it poses hardware requirements 

on the client side. X3D would have satisfied all the other requirements.

4.2.4 Selected Approach

Based on the prototyping test results, it was possible to evaluate how the different solutions 

were able to fulfill the requirements stated in the beginning of this chapter.

Both of the two remaining alternatives have their own pros and cons. The client rendering 

would be easier to implement considering the scalability because it would be necessary to 

implement a custom-built rendering farm for the server rendering. On the other hand, 

creating the server rendering prototype resulted in less problems to be solved in the final 

implementation. Furthermore, the server rendering solution would provide better rendering 

quality with the same performance as with the client rendering. In addition, it would be 

easier to utilize a visualization tool created with the server rendering because the client 

rendering poses additional requirements on the client hardware. Both of the solutions 

would have satisfied all the other requirements.

In conclusion, the selected approach is the server rendering. Detailed design and 

implementation will be discussed in the next section. Final evaluation of the requirements 

and the goals will be presented in next chapter.

4.3 Software Implementation

The purpose of this section is to present the designed architecture, discuss the visualization 

data setup and the system environment, and finally to focus on the detailed 

implementation.
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4.3.1 Architecture

The selected approach was the server rendering with ray-tracing. This defines the basic 

architecture to be client-server. Based on this basic architecture it was necessary to design 

an architecture which was able to satisfy the requirements. The design process can be 

expressed by dividing it into steps for finding answers to the following questions. The 

referring requirements are shown in the parenthesis.

• How to make the visualization tool to work with the existing system? 

(Req-Functional-1 )

• How to map the option selection data to the 3D model data? (Req-Functional-2)

• How to enable preset camera positions? (Req-Functional-3)

• How to make the visualization automatically updatable? (Req-Functional-4)

• How to make the system scalable? (Req-Scalability-1)

• How to enable extending the visualization tool with different rendering solutions in 

the future? (Req-Maintenance-1 )

• How to divide the visualization tool into logical entities having clear 

responsibilities? (Req-Maintenance-1)

• How to make the server components secure from unauthorized use? 

(Req-Security-1)

Figure 6 presents the final architecture which answers these questions. The architecture is 

overviewed in the next paragraphs. The details concerning the data setup and the 

implementation are covered in the next sections.

The requirements concerning quality, usability, performance, setup, cost, or availability are 

not considered in the design of the architecture. The quality, setup, and cost requirements 

were met by the choice of the rendering solution. Usability, performance, and availability 

requirements are going to be met by the right implementation of the software, and meeting 

them will be confirmed by testing the visualization tool with real users after the 

implementation.

The architecture consists of software components running on the client computers, on the 

enterprise application server, and on the rendering servers. Starting from the client side, the
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existing client software has been extended by an additional user control, 

ShowVisualizationControl. It is responsible for taking care of the user interface, and for 

sending rendering requests to the server based on the user's selections. In addition, it 

fetches the rendered images and is able to send cancellation requests if needed. The added 

functionality to the original Option Configurator user interface consists of a preview 

window showing a small rendered image, a button to view the full detail rendering, and a 

control to change the camera.
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Figure 6: Visualization tool architecture.
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ShowVisualizationControl uses web services to communicate with the enterprise 

application server. VisualizationServiceClient is responsible for handling the 

communication. The enterprise application server is running the server part of Builder's 

Software Solution, which has been extended with the presented components. 

VisualizationService is a web service responsible for listening for the incoming service 

requests. It uses one-time-use security tokens for granting access to the web service.

Another component on the enterprise application server is VisualizationManager. It is 

responsible for creating the correct commander object which is used for commanding the 

rendering solution. The ICommander interface makes it possible to plug in different kinds 

of solutions in the future. Currently, the architecture has been designed also to support both 

of the client rendering solutions discussed in this thesis. The components related to the 

client rendering have been greyed out. It should be noted that with the client rendering it is 

not necessary to use the visualization web service but rather call VisualizationManager 

directly from ShowVisualizationControl.

MaxCommander is an implementation of the ICommander interface and it is responsible 

for collecting all the needed data for the rendering. It uses VisualizationDataManager for 

this purpose. VisualizationDataManager connects to the database and loads the 3D model 

data which has been mapped against the option selection data coming from the client. The 

most important data coming from the client consists of following pieces of information: 1) 

home model name, 2) home model floor name, 3) all the option selections and their current 

values, 4) location of the most recently selected option. The location in this context means, 

for example, the exterior of the home, or the kitchen. Based on this information 

VisualizationDataManager returns the following information: 1) 3D model file name, 2) 

3D model material library file name, 3) 3D model material names for the selected option 

values, 4) 3D model camera name. MaxCommander packages all this information and 

sends it to QueueManager. After sending the rendering request, MaxCommander sends the 

available camera information back to the client. According to this information, 

ShowVisualizationControl is able to show the user which cameras are available in the

current scene.

QueueManager has an important role in the architecture. Its job is to take in rendering 

requests, queue them, and schedule the queued items for rendering on multiple rendering
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servers. QueueManager handles all this by running two separate threads. The first thread 

keeps a record of the rendering servers and their states. It is possible to add and remove 

rendering servers by defining their IP addresses in the web application configuration file. 

The second thread is the scheduler that runs multiple times per second. It takes the 

foremost items from the queues and sends them to available rendering servers. There are 

two queues, one for full detail renderings and one for preview renderings.

When a rendering request comes in, QueueManager adds it into the right queue and sends 

information back to the client concerning the state of the rendering. According to this 

information, ShowVisualizationControl informs the user if the rendering request was 

processed immediately, if it was queued, or if the rendering queue was full. In the latter 

case, the user is instructed to try again later.

To improve performance, QueueManager does not send rendering requests directly to the 

rendering servers. It uses CacheManager to see if a similar request was already processed 

before. Using a cache for the rendered images reduces the average response time.

QueueManager has a RenderingServiceClient handle for each of the rendering servers. The 

communication is done over web services. All the rendering servers are running 

RenderingService which listens to the incoming requests. Upon receiving a request, 

COMClient is used to command 3ds Max by calling the COM server component through 

COM interoperation. COMClient exposes an interface which allows RenderingService to 

configure the used 3D model. After configuring the 3D model, RenderingService creates a 

new thread that starts the rendering task.

4.3.2 Visualization Data

This section tackles the challenge of mapping the existing option selection data to the 3D 

model data. However, first it is necessary to understand how the data is represented in the 

existing system.

Builder’s Software Solution - Existing Data Structure

The screenshot in Figure 7 shows the basic concepts related to the option selection in 

Builder’s Software Solution. As can be seen in the screenshot, option selections have a
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single option value. Option groups consist of multiple option selections that are part of the 

same logical entity. Option selections belong to a single location or category. Locations 

typically represent rooms in the home model, whereas categories are entities such as 

plumbing, lighting, or insulation.
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Figure 7: Basic option selection concepts in Builder’s Software Solution.

Figure 8 shows a simplified representation of how these concepts relate to each other in the 

data model of the existing system. Figure 8 introduces new concepts as well, and they will 

be shortly explained in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 8: Option selection data model in Builder’s Software Solution.
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There are two types of option selections, global and model-specific. Global option 

selections can be attached to any home model whereas model-specific can only be used in 

a single home model. Both of these selections can be grouped into menus that can vary by 

geographical location. These groups, option selection menus and model option menus, are 

then attached to home models, which results in option menu entities. This setup makes it 

possible to have a different set of option selections in a certain menu based on a 

geographical location and a home model. Option values and model option values are 

attached to option menus through option menu values. Model floors represent different 

logical layers in home models. These are, for instance, the elevation, the basement, or the 

first floor.

3D Model Setup

The underlying idea of configuring 3D models in this thesis is to have a base 3D model 

representing the default selections, and to modify this base 3D model according to the 

user's selections. Interior design selections are configured by changing surface materials in 

the 3D model. Structural options are configured by moving polygon sets around in the 3D 

model. 3ds Max makes it possible to use selection sets for these purposes. Selection sets 

are named sets of polygons. For example, if there is an option in a home model that 

changes a wall to be thicker, it is configured by hiding the existing wall, and moving the 

selection set representing the thicker wall in the place of the old wall. In the case of 

material options, selection sets provide an easy way for defining surfaces.

Selection set names are logical statements containing one or more option names. These 

logical statements are used to evaluate when selections set should be enabled. The 

selection set name is always in the form "OPT-dogical statement ". For example, there 

might be a selection set with the name "OPT-KITCHENISLAND AND KITCHENA" 

which is enabled when a kitchen island option is selected with a certain type of a kitchen. 

Structural options can have an additional parameter in the end of the selection set name 

that defines the translation, for example: "OPT-EXTRACABINETS,MOVE: 100.0 200.0 - 

50.0". If the structural option adds a light in the scene, the light object needs to be set off 

by default and named in the form "OPT-EXTRACABINETS-LIGHT". The referred logical 

statements are also known as option rules.
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Cameras can be set up for option selections, option groups, option locations, option 

categories, model floors, or option values in the case of elevations. For example, a kitchen 

scene is visualized by defining a camera which is related to the kitchen location. Inside of 

the kitchen scene, it is possible to define a new camera, for example, for a cook top option 

selection. Elevation is visualized by using a camera which is related to the option value of 

the elevation option selection. Cameras are defined as named objects in the 3D model, for 

example: "CAM-LOC-KITCHEN", "CAM-OPT-COOKTOP", or "CAM-OPT-

ELEVATION".

Setting up surface materials is done by using a 3ds Max material library file. To make the 

maintenance easier, it makes sense to use the same material library file for multiple home 

models.

It is important to think carefully how many 3D models should be used. If the purpose is to 

visualize different elevations for a home model, the easiest way is to have a separate 3D 

model for each one of them. In theory, it is possible to use a single 3D model and configure 

the elevations by using selections set, but in practice, the elevations change the exterior so 

much that it is much easier to use separate 3D models. Naturally, this means that the 

possible other exterior structural options need to be set up in every one of the 3D models. 

However, this usually causes less work than working with a single 3D model.

To visualize interior options, it makes sense to use a single 3D model. This is because there 

often are many interior options, and maintaining them in multiple 3D models can become 

difficult in the end. If there are multiple floors in the home model, it makes sense to create 

them side by side in the 3D model. This makes it possible to add cameras which visualize a 

whole floor at a time.

It is important to remember, that creating a 3D configuration model is always a unique 

task, and the given recommendations are only guidelines which do not necessarily fit every 

situation. For example, there maybe occasional situations in which the elevations change 

the interior structure so much, that it is necessary to use separate interior 3D models. 

However, this is quite rare since the home builders tend to keep the interior structure the 

same within a single home model.
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Data Structure Changes

The existing data structure had to be extended. The grey data objects in Figure 8 represent 

the changes. Models and model option values were changed to support the 3D model 

definition. This makes it possible to use a single 3D model for the interior and multiple 3D 

models for the exterior. A material library definition was added for models as well.

Option selections, groups, locations, categories, model floors, and model option values 

were modified to support the camera definition. In addition, option values where modified 

to support mapping them to the material names in the 3ds Max material library file.

All of the mentioned data is setup by using the existing data upload methods in Builder's 

Software Solution. Creating a user interface for the data setup is outside of the scope of 

this thesis.

4.3.3 System Environment

This section describes the environment of the visualization tool. Because it is required to 

integrate the tool with the existing system, the environment is dictated by it.

The visualization tool integrates with Builder's Software Solution on the client side and on 

the server. The client part of Builder's Software Solution, Option Configurator, is a 

Windows Forms .NET Smart Client which is deployed from the web server by using No- 

Touch Deployment [88], [89]. The server part of Builder's Software Solution is an 

ASP.NET web application that runs in IIS 6.0 on Windows Server 2003. Its core is based 

on a powerful code generator developed by Evenflow, and it utilizes ADO.NET [90] for 

database connectivity and COM+ [81] for transaction support. SQL Server 2000 is used for 

the database. The used version of the .NET Framework is 2.0. The client and the server 

parts of Builder’s Software Solution communicate over web services [91]. The client 

computers are required to run Internet Explorer version six or higher.

The rendering server part of the visualization tool runs as a web service in IIS 6.0 on 

Windows XP or on Windows Server 2003. 3ds Max version 8.0 is used for the rendering.
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The development of the visualization tool was done with Visual Studio 2005 by using C# 

and C++.

4.3.4 Software Components

This section covers the detailed implementation of the visualization tool. The main goal 

was to implement the previously defined architecture, and do it especially keeping in mind 

satisfying the usability, performance and availability requirements. Nielsen's usability 

heuristics were used for help in creating the user interface [92].

The final implementation consisted of approximately 4500 non-comment source code 

lines.

Option Configurator

As was mentioned in the architectural overview, the existing option selection tool had to be 

extended to support the 3D visualization. The main goal was to implement the user 

interface so that the existing tool would not become slower or more difficult to use. 

Another goal was to make the tool as fault-tolerant as possible, so that any problems on the 

server side would not stop the user from continuing using the existing functionality. In 

addition, the purpose was to make the user interface to give immediate feedback to the user 

concerning the status of the visualization.

Figure 9 shows a screenshot of the modified Option Configurator. In the screenshot, the 

user is selecting kitchen options and the kitchen location can be seen as selected on the left. 

More specifically, the user is choosing a kitchen wall tile, and the currently active wall tile 

type is enlargened as the user is moving the cursor in the material selection area on the 

right. As the user continues to select options, the preview 3D visualization in the bottom 

right comer updates automatically. However, this only applies to the option selections that 

have been set up for the 3D visualization. This information can be seen in the user 

interface by looking at the icon next to the option name that shows a number three.
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Figure 9: Option Configurator modified with the 3D functionality.

The user can request for a full detail rendering by clicking on the "View Larger" button. 

This can be seen in Figure 10. In addition, the user is able to change the camera, which is 

shown in Figure 11. The available cameras can be seen above the 3D preview image. The 

first camera level represents the location or the category, the second level represents the 

option group, and the last level is the option selection. Whenever the user changes the 

location, the camera for that location will be set active by default.
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Although the user interface modifications are seemingly simple, the program code to 

control the user interface constitutes the largest single part of the visualization tool 

implementation. This is because of the requirement of not slowing down the existing user 

interface. Thus, it was required that the execution of the visualization-related code was 

done on the background. This was solved by adding an additional thread to control the 

visualization. Whenever a rendering is requested from the server, the thread is initialized to 

poll the server for a reply. When the confirmation is received that the request is in the 

queue and is being scheduled for the rendering soon, the user is shown a corresponding 

message. In addition, a progress bar pops up if the rendering was requested in full detail. 

The progress bar needs to run in its own thread as well. The shown progress is based on an 

estimate which is refined every time new information is received from the server.

Users are able to cancel the rendering whenever they want. For this purpose, functionality 

was added on the server side to cancel the rendering in 3ds Max. However, this resulted in 

problems since the cancellation of 3ds Max renderer always took multiple seconds even if 

the whole rendering was going to take just a couple of seconds. For this reason, rendering 

in 3ds Max is never cancelled but rather the image is disposed after the rendering.

VisualizationService

VisualizationService is a web service which listens to rendering requests coming from the 

clients. The implementation of VisualizationService component was straightforward. The 

only goals were to expose an interface with the needed methods and to do it in a secure 

way. This was done with the framework provided by Builder's Software Solution by using 

one-time-use security tokens. When Option Configurator is launched, it gets an 

initialization token as a parameter. This token is used to access the web service for the first 

time, and the web service sends a new token with every response. It is possible to use SSL 

for increased security.

V isualizationManager

The used rendering solution is defined in the VisualizationManager. This component is 

used by VisualizationService and it is responsible for creating the right ICommander object 

based on the rendering solution definition. In the current implementation, only the server 

rendering solution is fully functional.
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MaxCommander

MaxCommander is responsible for packaging the data coming from the 

VisualizationManager and converting it into the data which the rendering servers need. 

MaxCommander uses VisualizationDataManager for this purpose.

VisualizationDataManager

VisualizationDataManager connects to the database and gets the mapped 3D model data 

for the incoming option selection data. It needs to read the material, camera, and 3D model 

information from the database. Doing multiple queries per rendering task caused delays in 

the initial implementation. This was solved by implementing a cache for the database 

records which is automatically invalidated when the database changes.

QueueManager and CacheManager

QueueManager is the core of the visualization tool on the server side. Its job is to sit in the 

middle of the clients and the rendering servers, and to manage the information flow 

between them. Its main component is the scheduler which works with first-come first- 

served principle by using multiple queues [93].

Upon initialization, QueueManager reads the rendering server IP addresses from the web 

application configuration file, and initializes the connections with the servers. At the same 

time, it creates two queues, one for preview renderings and one for full detail renderings. 

The queue sizes depend on the number of the available rendering servers.

QueueManager receives rendering requests from MaxCommander. Requests are identified 

by using client IP addresses. When a request is received, it is added in the appropriate 

queue. However, before adding an item into a queue, QueueManager checks if there 

already are pending items in the queue for the same IP address. If pending items are found, 

they are set obsolete and a command is sent to the appropriate rendering server to dismiss 

the resulting image. Rendering servers are not commanded to cancel the rendering because 

stopping 3ds Max takes for too long.

QueueManager also maintains a cache for the rendering results. It uses CacheManager for 

this purpose. CacheManager uses both memory and disk for storage. If the requested 

configuration is found in the cache, QueueManager sends the client a corresponding
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message. After receiving this message, the polling thread in Option Configurator knows to 

start fetching the result image immediately. In the case of a cache miss, QueueManager 

sends a message to the client telling whether, 1) the item was added in the queue as the 

first item, 2) the item was added in the queue, or 3) the queue was full.

QueueManager does its job by running two threads, one for checking the statuses of the 

rendering servers, and one for scheduling the rendering tasks. The status checking thread 

runs twice per second. The scheduler thread kicks in three times a second. The scheduler 

thread first checks if the queues are empty after removing the obsoleted items, and 

continues by taking the foremost item from the active queue and sending it to the first 

available rendering server. The active queue is changed after every time an item is 

removed from a queue.

After sending a rendering task to an available rendering server, the server is marked as 

reserved for the client from whom the task was received. The server is returned back in the 

pool of available servers, if 1) the rendering finishes on the server and the client fetches the 

image, 2) client cancels the rendering, or 3) the rendered image has not been fetched from 

the server in 20 seconds after the rendering completed.

QueueManager has been implemented so that it tolerates connection losses with the 

rendering servers. In addition, the enterprise application server that runs QueueManager in 

IIS can be restarted at any time and the connections are restored with the rendering servers 

automatically.

The main challenge in the implementation of QueueManager was multithreading. The 

described functionality became a rather complex system when it was put together. The 

existence of three separate threads put pressure on implementing the multithreading 

precisely [94]. This was solved by using multiple mutexes which controlled access to the 

data containers. It was important to reserve them always in the same order. Another 

challenge in the implementation was the introduction of the caching functionality as it 

increased the overall complexity.
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RenderingService

Every rendering server runs this web service. It is responsible for taking in rendering tasks 

from QueueManager. In addition, it can be used to get the status of the server, or to cancel 

the rendering.

RenderingService uses COMClient to communicate with 3ds Max. When 

RenderingService receives a request, it first checks if a rendering task is currently being 

executed. Although the scheduler is commanding only available rendering servers, this is 

done to improve stability in the case of a scheduler malfunction. After waiting for the 

possible active rendering thread to finish, RenderingService starts the next configuration 

task by using the 3D model data it received from QueueManager.

Before the configuration is started, COMClient is commanded to open the appropriate 3D 

model, and to enable the active camera. After this, all the selection set names in the 3D 

model are retrieved from COMClient. Selection set names represent option rules. 

RenderingService does the configuration by processing these option rules one by one, and 

concluding if a corresponding selection set should be enabled or disabled. This is done by 

evaluating the option rule. RenderingService uses a utility library able to parse regular 

expressions for doing the evaluation. The utility library is provided by Builder's Software 

Solution framework.

In addition to enabling and disabling selection sets, RenderingService also configures the 

materials in the 3D model. This is done by evaluating if an option rule contains a single 

option name, and if the option has a selected material value. Another configuration task for 

RenderingService is to check if the structural options need to be moved in the 3D model. 

This is done by checking if a selection set name contains translation coordinates. When the 

configuration is done, RenderingService creates a new thread to take care of the rendering.

RenderingService is designed to be fault-tolerant. In the case of receiving a fatal exception 

from COMClient, RenderingService initializes a new COMClient. In addition, 

RenderingService is able to withstand a reboot of the enterprise application server running 

the scheduler.
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A couple of problems were encountered in the implementation. The solution relies on 3ds 

Max to perform the rendering task, and COMClient is used to command 3ds Max by 

calling a COM component. To enable COMClient to make the calls successfully, it was 

required that the web service process was run by a user with appropriate permissions for 

accessing COM objects. This challenge was solved by running the web service process by 

impersonating a user with high enough access rights. However, this resulted in more 

problems as the calls to the COM component resulted in access denied exception. The 

reason for this was that when impersonating a particular user account in ASP.NET web 

service, the impersonation token is held by a single worker thread responsible of running 

the web service. All the worker threads inside the ASP.NET worker process are Multi- 

Threaded Apartment (MTA) threads. When a call is made to a single-threaded or an 

apartment-threaded COM component, that component is accessed by an entirely different 

thread, which is the single thread in its Single-Threaded Apartment (STA). Because this 

STA thread does not have an impersonation token of its own, and the impersonation token 

of the MTA thread is not passed to the STA thread, the STA thread then executes under the 

process identity instead of the impersonated identity and the call fails. The problem was 

solved by creating an STA thread under the current impersonated identity so that it was 

able to access the COM component without losing the impersonation. [95], [96]

Another encountered problem was the long delay it took to send the rendered image to the 

web service client. This was caused by the use of an uncompressed bitmap object, and the 

problem was easily solved by encoding the information into a JPEG file before the 

transfer.

COMClient

COMClient handles the communication with COMServer. The communication is done by 

using a proxy in between of the managed code in COMClient and the unmanaged code in 

COMServer. The proxy DLL is generated automatically by Visual Studio when a COM 

reference is added in the Visual Studio project file.

COMClient is responsible for forwarding the received commands to COMServer. In 

addition, it provides a service for getting the progress of the rendering. The initial idea was 

to implement this by using the progress event which is fired from COMServer. However, 

catching events with parameters did not work in COMClient. The problem was solved by
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requesting a preview image instead, and inspecting the resulted bitmap to see the current

progress.

COMServer

COMServer is a plug-in DLL to 3ds Max which is registered as a COM component in 

Windows registry. When the component is called, it fires up 3ds Max and starts listening 

for requests coming through its COM interface.

As was mentioned in the description of the server rendering prototype, 3ds Max SDK came 

with an example implementation of a COM client and a COM server. The client used in 

this thesis had to be implemented from the scratch. The existing server component, 

however, could be used as the base for the visualization implementation. It was extended 

by adding methods for retrieving all the selection sets from the 3D model, in addition to 

the methods for enabling, disabling, and moving selection sets, and changing materials for 

them.
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Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

This chapter presents the evaluation of the requirements. In addition, the encountered 

challenges and problems are discussed, and the possible future work is proposed.

5.1 Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation of the requirements. Part of the requirements are 

analysed based on the design and implementation, and the remaining part is analysed by 

inspecting the test results. The original goals introduced in the first chapter were the basis 

for the requirements, so the analysis on the requirements gives an answer also to the 

question of meeting the original goals.

The purpose of testing the visualization tool with test users was to evaluate if the usability, 

quality, and performance requirements were successfully met. In addition, the test 

installation and its stability were used to evaluate the availability requirement.

The testing was conducted on two small groups of test users, with one group testing the 

tool in a local area network, and one group testing the tool over a much longer distance 

connection. The total number of test users was five. According to Nielsen [97], testing with 

five users is able to find 85% of the usability problems. This was considered sufficient in 

the scope of this thesis. All of the test users had experience in implementing IT in the US
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home building industry. Most of the test users are working for the business partners of 

Evenflow in the US.

The first test installation was located in Espoo and used from Boston. The second test 

installation was located and used in Boston in a LAN of a business partner of Evenflow. 

The testing was conducted with two separate installations for practical reasons. This 

affected only the testing of the performance between the two groups, and it has been taken 

into account in the test results. The 3D models used with the prototypes were used in the 

testing. The first test server was the same machine which was used in the prototyping. The 

second test server was comparable in performance to the first machine.

Appendix A shows the user questionnaire used for collecting the feedback. Figures 12, 13, 

14, and 15 present the testing results. They are used in the evaluation of the requirements 

in the following paragraphs. The scale in the figures ranges from +2.0 to -2.0.

Req-Functionality-1

The requirement was met by designing and implementing the visualization tool to integrate 

with Builder's Software Solution both on the client and on the server side.

Req-Functionality-2, Req-Functionality-3

The used 3D models were able to verify the existence of the required functionality. 

Multiple exterior models were used to visualize the elevations. The interior model was 

used for visualizing material and structural options. The use of multiple preset camera 

positions was also demonstrated.

Req-Functionality-4

The requirement was met by designing and implementing the visualization tool to update 

the visualization based on the users' selections.

Req-Usability-1

The testing results in Figure 12 confirm that the usability requirement was met. According 

to the comments from the test users, the added functionality was very intuitive, and new 

users could learn the features without any training.
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A small number of improvement requests were received with the feedback. These were 

already on the list of known issues, and most of them concerned the functionality of 

moving the larger rendering window and updating the preview image when the full detail 

rendering changed.

Req-Quality-1

Meeting the quality requirements was confirmed by the results presented in Figure 13.

The test users thought that the visualizations looked realistic. The interior rendering was 

considered useful in viewing material combinations and seeing if the selections looked 

good together. Furthermore, the interior rendering was found especially useful for 

structural options and large-area finish options like flooring. Test users also commented 

how they were impressed by the lighting which helped to make the visualizations realistic.

I completely agree I almost agree I slightly disagree I completely disagree
It is easy to see which options affect the 3D visualization.

1 j6

It is easy to use the tool to visualize different locations in the home model.
IS
It is easy to control the camera.
IS
The small preview 3D visualization is easy to use.

1 j6

The large detailed 3D visualization is easy to use.
14

It is valuable to have the small preview 3D visualization in the tool.
16

The 3D visualization is easy to use in general.
16

Figure 12: Usability test results.

I almost agree I slightly disagree I completely disagreeI completely agree
This kind of visualization tool is able to give a good impression of what the finished 
home will look like (exterior).____________________________________________
IS
This kind of visualization tool is able to give a good impression of what the finished 
home will look like (interior).____________________________________________

14
The lighting in the 3D visualization looks realistic (lights, shadows, reflections).

1 j6

The 3D visualization looks realistic in general.
14

Figure 13: Quality test results.
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I slightly disagree 1 completely disagreeI completely agree I almost agree
The small preview 3D visualization is usable (the update delay is tolerable).
2 JO

The large detailed 3D visualization is usable (the update delay is tolerable).
1J0

The 3D visualization is fast enough in general.
OJO

Figure 14: Performance test results for the group number one that used a fast connection.

I slightly disagree I completely disagreeI completely agree I almost agree
The small preview 3D visualization is usable (the update delay is tolerable).

0.7
The large detailed 3D visualization is usable (the update delay is tolerable).

-03
If you thought that updating the smaller image was too slow, would you consider 4-6 
seconds to be tolerable? ____________________________

1J0
If you thought that updating the larger image was too slow, would you consider 10- 
14 seconds to be tolerable? _________________________

05
The 3D visualization is fast enough in general.

03
Figure 15: Performance test results for the group number two that used a slow connection.

Req-Maintenance-1
This requirement was met by designing and implementing the visualization tool to support 

modifying the implementation with other rendering solutions in the future.

Req-Performance-1
The evaluation of the performance of the visualization tool is based on the results 

presented in Figures 14 and 15. The differences between the two test groups can be 

explained by the difference in their connection quality to the test servers. The group 

number two had to use the tool over an Internet connection with a speed of 25 kilobytes 

per second and a ping time averaging around 180 ms. This added a delay of two seconds 

when updating the preview image, and of four to five seconds when updating the larger 

image.

For this reason, the users in the test group number two considered the larger rendering to 

be too slow to use. However, it should be noted that the preview image was still considered 

usable. In addition, when the users were asked if the delay experienced with the other test 

installation was acceptable, the answer was positive.
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When the results of the two groups are combined, the conclusion is that the performance 

requirement was met. However, it is clear that the performance was the weakest part of the 

solution according to the test results. Fortunately, this can easily be fixed by using faster 

hardware to run the server part of the visualization tool. The main reason for the 

experienced performance was the used, rather low-end server machine, which used 80- 

90% of the total response time in rendering.

Req-Scalability-1

The solution was designed and implemented to be scalable. It is possible to use multiple 

rendering servers for creating the visualizations. In addition, it is easy to use servers with 

multi-core processors to increase the performance. Based on these facts, it can be stated 

that the requirement was met. However, in the scope of the work done in this thesis, it is 

impossible to verify the scalability requirement with extensive testing. Even buying the 

needed hardware goes beyond the financial scope of this thesis.

Req-Setup-1

The setup requirement was met by the choice of the rendering software. As was stated 

before, most of the home building companies use AutoCAD for their drawings. With the 

used rendering software, 3ds Max, it is possible to use the existing plan design data when 

doing the setup for the visualization tool.

Req-Cost-1

This requirement was met by the chosen solution. The cost of utilizing the system does not 

depend on the number of the clients.

Req-Availability-1

The stability of the visualization tool was tested at the same time when the user tests were 

conducted. The visualization tool was kept running for a week without a need to restart the 

server. Although there were multiple users using the same server, they did the testing so 

that the server was not used at the same time. For this reason, a separate test was conducted 

to confirm that the server operated correctly under heavier use. However, as was stated 

before, it was not possible to conduct extensive testing with many servers in the scope of 

this thesis.
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Based on the evaluation it is concluded that the availability requirement was met.

Req-Security-1

This requirement was met by designing and implementing the visualization tool to grant 

access only to authorized users in the server components.

5.2 Problems and Challenges

This section discusses encountered problems and challenges in the visualization tool 

implementation.

The implementation consisted of several software components running on multiple 

computers. The largest challenge in the implementation was to combine these components 

into a system that functioned flawlessly. Even the simplest installation with one rendering 

server runs three processes having eight threads. To succeed in creating a stable system, it 

was necessary to focus on implementing the distributed and parallel computing correctly. 

Another challenge in the implementation was the utilization of the 3ds Max's API. A better 

API documentation would have made the implementation easier.

Any insuperable problems were not encountered. However, there were a number of 

problems that needed solving before the implementation could proceed further. The 

already mentioned problems with catching events coming through COM interoperation or 

accessing the COM components successfully were such problems.

In addition to the implementation issues, problems came up in the installation and testing 

of the visualization tool. These problems were easily solved, as was for example with the 

software firewall issue that caused blue screens of death on the test server.

The first test version of the visualization tool brought out a couple of performance 

problems. At first, loading the rendered images was very slow. This was fixed by using 

compression on the rendering server. In addition, a cache was implemented to increase the 

performance of the solution.
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5.3 Future Work

The created visualization tool has still a few open issues. The tool could be improved by 

fine-tuning the user interface and by making it possible to use the tool for example on a 

Citrix server, where multiple users access the tool on the same machine concurrently. In 

the current implementation, this is not possible since the IP address is used for the 

identification, and it is the same for every user on a shared machine.

Another issue with the current implementation is how the material selections are affected 

by the structural options. For example, if the home builder is selling alternative kitchen 

layouts, the 3D model configuration should make the material change in all of the 

alternative kitchen layouts, not just the first one it finds.

There are open issues with the 3D model setup as well. Currently it is possible to use only 

a single interior model. In the future, the visualization tool should be modified to support 

multiple interior models. This is important performance-wise when larger and more 

complex 3D models need to be divided into separate models because the time to load these 

models into 3ds Max increases. However, as was mentioned before, it makes sense to use a 

single interior model whenever possible because it makes the maintenance easier.

Optimizations could be implemented to improve the overall performance of the solution. 

Asynchronous web services calls could be used in certain situations. In addition, the 

rendering servers could be made to pre-render certain configurations when they are idle. 

This would work at least in the case of the exterior selections since usually there are only a 

limited number of them. Pre-rendering interior configurations does not make sense because 

the number of combinations goes quickly up into millions when there are numerous home 

models.

The created tool was designed to be expandable with other visualization solutions later, 

and therefore it would be possible to utilize the introduced client rendering to improve the 

performance. In addition, newer tools, file formats, and protocols could be researched and 

utilized. One possibility is COLLAborative Design Activity (COLEADA) which defines 

an XML-based schema to make it easy to transport 3D information between applications
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[98]. Another possibility is Verse, a networking protocol which makes it possible share 3D 

information between multiple applications [99].

In the future, completely new features could be added into the visualization tool. It would 

be possible to add the functionality to move the camera or to change the field of view. 

Furthermore, nothing prevents from using the tool in other industries besides the home 

building. The created tool is perfectly suitable for visualizing any kind of configurable 

products.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis presents a way of improving communication between home buyers and a home 

builder by using three-dimensional visualizations. The implemented tool is able to 

visualize home configurations based on the home buyers' option selections. The created 

photorealistic three-dimensional visualizations present structural options and interior 

design selections in various locations in the home, which helps home buyers to see what 

their finished homes will look like. The solution was designed to be scalable, which was 

confirmed by creating a custom-built scheduling and rendering farm implementation.

The requirements for the created visualization tool were defined to combine the best 

qualities of the studied existing visualization solutions. All of the requirements were met, 

which was confirmed by analytical discussion and testing the implementation on real users.

Several problems and challenges were encountered during the implementation, all of which 

were successfully solved. However, some open issues remain which mostly concern 

usability and performance improvements. In addition, completely new features were 

proposed in the possible future work, among the suggestion to use the visualization tool in 

various new industries.
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Appendix A: User Questionnaire

Usability

I slightly disagree L completely disagreeI completely agree I almost agree
It is easy to see which options affect the 3D visualization.

It is easy to use the tool to visualize different locations in the home model.

It is easy to control the camera.

The small preview 3D visualization is easy to use.

The large detailed 3D visualization is easy to use.

It is valuable to have the small preview 3D visualization in the tool.

The 3D visualization is easy to use in general.

Comments (what was good, what would you improve,..):

Quality

I slightly disagree I completely disagreeI completely agree Г almost agree
This kind of visualization tool is able to give a good impression of what the finished 
home will look like (exterior).______________________________________________

This kind of visualization tool is able to give a good impression of what the finished 
home will look like (interior).______________________________________________

The Ughting in the 3D visualization looks reahstic (lights, shadows, reflections).

The 3D visualization looks realistic in general.

Comments (what was good, what would you improve,..):



Performance

I slightly disagree I completely disagreeI completely agree I almost agree
The small preview 3D visualization is usable (the update delay is tolerable).

The large detailed 3D visualization is usable (the update delay is tolerable).

If you thought that updating the smaller image was too slow, would you consider 4-6 
seconds to be tolerable?

If you thought that updating the larger image was too slow, would you consider 10- 
14 seconds to be tolerable?

The 3D visualization is fast enough in general.

Comments (what was good, what would you improve,..):


